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The Energy Smart Strategic Simulation in March 2012 launched a series of stakeholder discussions focusing
on innovating and improving residential energy efficiency in Connecticut. Supported by the Housing
Development Fund Inc., the series covered subjects such as streamlining program design, attracting private
capital for energy efficiency financing and new marketing strategies. Report published on October 31, 2012.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, Connecticut spends more than $8.1 billion to power its homes and businesses. With the draft
release of the State’s Comprehensive Energy Strategy (CES) on October 5, 2012, energy efficiency came into
sharp focus as a tremendous opportunity for reducing Connecticut’s energy demands and costs in the coming
years. The findings of the Megacommunities Stakeholder Report echo many of the actions detailed in the
CES. We are excited to see how the conversations surrounding energy efficiency have sparked new ideas and
generated follow-through thus far.
This report is the result of a series of stakeholder discussions supported by the Housing Development Fund
(HDF). The aim of these discussions was to bring diverse actors together to provide input to the Energy
Efficiency Board’s (EEB) planning processes for 2013-2015. Many of the ideas and recommendations put forth
by the individuals and organizations that participated in these calls are also directly relevant to the CES. We
believe that the key to bringing energy efficiency to scale in Connecticut lies in mobilizing a collective effort
among diverse stakeholders and strengthening connections between existing programs and entities.
According to the CES, “More than 285,000 (or about 20%) Connecticut homes received home energy
evaluations and associated measures such as efficient lighting, weatherization, and air sealing through the
residential energy efficiency programs between 2000 and 2011.”1 We recognize the progress which has been
made so far with the Home Energy Solutions (HES) audit and retrofit program. The inclusion of air sealing and
basic weatherization measures during the energy audits has allowed us to get some energy savings
immediately from the first time CT energy efficiency programs enter the customer’s door.
HES remains Connecticut’s flagship residential program nationally recognized by ACEEE as an Exemplary State
Energy Efficiency program. In coordination with the EEB, the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA) and
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP), the utility companies that serve Connecticut
(over a period of five years) have developed and a deployed a program that has seen a high level of overall
customer participation and total energy savings. Since completed jobs from the HES program have been
recognized as qualifying under the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR (HPwES) program, this has enabled
CT to become a national leader as one of the top three states with the largest number of HPwES jobs in
2011.2 However, it must be noted that the definition for HPwES jobs for most other states goes beyond what
is covered in the HES core services program3 to include comprehensive upgrades such as HVAC upgrades,
insulation, and other intensive energy-saving measures.
At present, out of all home energy audits performed, approximately 72% of the customers have follow-on
measures that are recommended. Of the customers that have recommendations, only about 12% have
completed installations of the add-on measures.4 We echo the CES in calling for a “restructuring” of the
1
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Comment by Christopher Ehlert, Manager of Residential Energy Services, United Illuminating: “US DOE and US EPA approve
the HPwES criteria for each state. CT had to submit a plan to DOE/EPA as to how CT’s HPwES project works and the eligible
measures/criteria. For CT all homes that have HES core services including Air sealing and Duct Sealing are included as part of
the DOE/EPA approved plan for CT tracking of projects. In 2011 all HES vendors were HPwES partners.”
3
This includes air sealing, installing compact florescent light bulbs and water saving devices.
4
Source: CL&P, UI. There is a time lag of at least three months, so the actual numbers would be slightly higher.
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current HES program to encourage “deeper” energy savings in households – encouraging investment in
“heating systems, ventilation, insulation, [deeper air sealing], appliances (such as refrigerators), and other
intensive efficiency measures.”5 There needs to be a balance of program implementation that encourages all
cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades. In CT, it is estimated that 317,000 homes do not require additional
cost-effective measures. These homes are adequately served by the HES core services program. However,
there is still a great opportunity for achieving deeper savings in the 634,000 homes that would likely have
additional measures recommended.

BACKGROUND
In March 2012, the Energy Smart Strategic Simulation brought together over eighty (80) leaders from
government, industry, business and civic organizations across the state for a two-day event designed to
uncover new ways to radically increase Connecticut homeowners’ adoption of energy efficiency measures.
HDF organized the event with support and a unique wargame approach provided by Booz Allen Hamilton.
Few participants in the two-day event had seen such a broad cross-section of stakeholders represented in
one working group. The wargame structure mixed participants up into six teams representing State
Government, Energy Suppliers, Nonprofit Agencies, Home Energy Contractors, Financial Institutions, and
Residents (Homeowners and Renters). The goal of each team was to design programs that could unlock largescale action. Teams received guidance from facilitators provided by both Booz Allen Hamilton and
NeighborWorks America, a national housing organization that provided grant funding to support this unique
event. The outcomes of the simulation were published in the form of a report in April 2012.6
The Housing Development Fund kept its promise to support the momentum of the simulation by organizing a
workshop on July 24, 2012 in New Britain, at PURA’s headquarters for a day of idea generation and best
practice sharing on residential energy efficiency programs. In addition to hearing presentations from the
Department of Energy’s Better Buildings program and marketing insights from a researcher at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, participants broke up into focus groups on various topics of interest such as building
ratings for energy efficiency and reaching out to low- to moderate-income households.
Between August and October 2012, HDF, with the EEB, DEEP and others convened a series of stakeholder
working groups to bring input to the state's planning process around residential energy efficiency programs.
Three working groups were activated and met regularly by conference call and by webinar to share
knowledge, brainstorm ideas and engage in collaborative problem-solving. The working groups continued to
develop the ideas from both the simulation and the July 24 workshop, attracting new participants from
varying stakeholder groups as the conversations continued. This diverse group of over sixty (60) participants
represented varying interests from the state government, utilities companies, contractors, the Energy
Efficiency Board, finance providers, community programs, academic interests and advocacy groups.

5
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HDF and Booz Allen Hamilton (April 2012) EnergySmart Solutions Simulation Final Report, http://hdf-ct.org/PDFs/HDFEnergySmartSolutionsSimulationFinalReport.pdf
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The Megacommunities Stakeholder Report is the culmination of the process thus far and seeks to share the
insights from the working groups in the areas of finance, program design and marketing as input for the
Energy Efficiency Board planning process as well as the CES. HDF is committed to supporting the launch of
additional working groups focusing on administration and workforce development in the coming months.
We would like to thank all participants and supporters who have engaged in the process of crafting these
recommendations. We would also like to thank Commissioner Dan Esty, Secretary Ben Barnes and Governor
Dannel Malloy for their support of this entire process. Last but not least, this work would not have been
possible without the grant provided by NeighborWorks America and the support of Booz Allen Hamilton for
the simulation.

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is organized into 4 sections and a series of appendices. The sections include:






Reaching the Goals – summary of CT legislation spelling out the goals for energy savings, and
bringing them together with estimates of capital needs, customer acquisition and input on balancing
supply and demand to meet these goals
Focus on Contractors – recommendations on increasing program attractiveness by placing HES and
HPwES on equal footing and supporting contractors’ business via financing and technical assistance
Focus on Customers –discussion of customer acquisition strategies overall, followed by details on
specific customer segments such as renters, landlords and low-income customers
Focus on Capital – Capitalization and program recommendations arising from best practices drawn
from seven different energy efficiency programs across the country

Appendices are provided for more detailed information on:






Working Groups –objectives of each group, members, and guest contributors to the process.
Successful Marketing Practices Case Studies – programs the Marketing group drew best practices
from.
Customer Engagement Platform – the Marketing group supports development of a platform to
support customer engagement and includes as a reference material on this concept provided by the
EEB consultants.
Program Descriptions and Tables – the Finance group investigated numerous financing programs and
provides detailed information about each of them in this appendix.
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About the Housing Development Fund – HDF is a certified Community Development
Financial Institution (CDFI) and HUD-Approved Counseling and Lending Agency
established 1989 as a nonprofit organization to finance the development of
affordable housing. Since its inception, HDF has been creating affordable housing
solutions for low- to moderate-income households in the high cost markets of
southwestern Connecticut. In that time, it has grown to a loan fund with $45.7 million
in assets that encompasses lending programs for pre-development, acquisition, rehabilitation, new
construction, and permanent financing. Other projects have included affordable family housing, senior
housing, special needs housing and supportive housing. In addition to its financing resources and
functions, HDF provides homebuyers’ education and one-on-one counseling to help families qualify for
special mortgage financing programs. HDF also provides foreclosure prevention services through monthly
clinics and individual counseling.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For Connecticut to achieve the ambitious goals of PA 11-80, the Comprehensive Energy Strategy (CES) and
the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), the state will need to dramatically increase customer demand, attract
and deploy significant sources of public and private capital, and grow a well-trained workforce to deliver
quality services to homeowners. This undertaking will require the state to go well beyond the current
approaches to residential efficiency.
We believe that cross-sector engagement and collaborative innovation is vital to bringing energy efficiency to
scale. A stakeholder-driven process (such as the one that produced this report) can work in tandem with
existing legislative and administrative efforts to drive additional momentum in program and outreach
strategies. The following summary describes a set of high-level priorities identified by a group of over sixty
(60) stakeholders from the public, private and civic sectors. Additional recommendations beyond those that
have been prioritized here can be found in the main report body.

REACHING THE GOALS
Further analysis is required to envision key steps to achieving the policy goals over the next few decades.
1. Model the ramp-up of consumer demand, capital requirements and workforce capacity to reach the
state’s weatherization goals through an iterative and stakeholder-driven process.
2. Engage a stakeholder group to work with the Energy Efficiency Board to evaluate the best ways to
allocate customer acquisition costs between public dollars and private dollars.

FOCUS ON CONTRACTORS
Contractors serve as the frontline marketing channel for both energy efficiency programs and financing
options. As the CES supports the transition towards a market-based model to deliver energy efficiency,
program administrators must work together with contractors to drive demand for a product that currently
attracts low customer interest.
1. Implement a robust contractor- and consumer-friendly Home Performance with ENERGY STAR
(HPwES) program that greatly increases the number of participating contractors, especially those
who are already doing work across the state. We must expand beyond the current Home Energy
Solutions (HES) vendors and tap into the broader marketplace of contractors. To drive consumer
demand through HPwES, the customer and contractor cost disparities between HES and HPwES must
be addressed, aligning the allocation of ratepayer incentive dollars with contractor and customer
incentives to encourage deeper energy savings.
2. Restructure HES to align contractor and customer incentives to the state weatherization goal to go
deeper with energy savings.
3. Invest in marketing materials that are co-branded with EnergizeCT that contractors can tailor for
their own use, and educate consumers about professional standards of the home performance
industry.
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4. Invest in building contractor capacity for sales, marketing, back office administration, and expansion.
Partner with Department of Economic and Community Development’s Small Business Express
Program, Workforce Development Boards and other existing programs to provide training,
assistance, loans, etc. to contractors.

FOCUS ON CUSTOMERS
Customers are attracted to programs that meet their needs. We recommend implementing customerfriendly marketing strategies that provide targeted information about programs that can be clearly
understood and relevant to different customer segments. Trusted messengers, and existing complementary
program channels should all be leveraged. One key opportunity for customer education is during time of sale
or new lease signing. Legislation supporting energy usage disclosure and building labeling can also be put in
place to ameliorate the split incentive challenge between renters and landlords.
1. Perform a customer segmentation study on the demographic and psychographic profile of who has
done HES, who got recommendations, who moved forward, etc. to better understand HES vs. HPwES
customer segments.
2. Engage a specialty marketing firm to develop consumer-friendly marketing materials, including
“packages” of improvements. Ensure the latest marketing best practices are used including multitouch/multi-platform/multi-channel approaches, use of trusted sources, testimonials, etc.
3. Implement a stakeholder process to define a customer engagement platform and its requirements
and potential implementation paths. Include energy efficiency program administrators, the
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, contractors, and other third parties.
4. Outsource community-based outreach to nonprofits and community partners better positioned to
serve target market segments.
5. Coordinate program intake and delivery with social services and health and safety programs.
6. Empower building owners to market their energy efficiency via a home energy rating labeling
system.

FOCUS ON CAPITAL
We support the use of limited ratepayer funds to leverage private capital for energy efficiency funding. Our
survey of seven programs in states such as California (Western Riverside County), Connecticut, Maine,
Michigan, New York and Oregon show promising program results in terms of energy savings and private
capital investment as a result of financing.
1. Provide significantly enhanced support to contractors so that they can better promote financing
options to consumers, especially since financing is most successful when integrated with program
intake and delivery. Encourage participation in the financing program from a greatly expanded set of
contractors.
2. Implement a pilot program with local credit unions, community development financial institutions
and community banks, and provide limited credit enhancement.
3. Collect and analyze performance data on existing and future loan programs, including underwriting
characteristics, loan performance data, and actual energy savings performance data.
6

4. Pursue a sustainable interest rate (i.e. between 4 to 6 percent) that is competitive with the market
and that minimizes use of ratepayer and/or public sector capital, reserving the use of lower interest
rates for low-income households or as special offers to catalyze a market.
5. Consider implementing an on-bill repayment program or improve existing on-bill offerings for
specific customer segments to attract private capital investment at reasonable interest rates to
customers. Shut-off authority and staying with the meter provisions should be explored for various
customer segments, with consumer protection measures for low-income populations. Such
provisions should be incorporated if it can be shown that it is necessary to secure low-cost capital
and that the benefits outweigh the potential risks to low-income customers.
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REACHING THE GOALS
The State of Connecticut is pursuing an aggressive renewable energy and energy efficiency (“clean energy”)
strategy for the residential sector. Passed in June 2011, several policies in Public Act 11-80 “An Act
Concerning the Establishment of the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection and Planning for
Connecticut’s Energy Future” (“the Act”) form the basis of this strategy including:




Section 33 – establishes a goal of weatherizing 80% of households by 2030;
Section 106 – establishes a goal of deploying 30 MW of new solar photovoltaic (PV) systems in
households by 2022; and
Section 116 – establishes a residential heating equipment program allowing customers to finance the
installation of energy efficient burners, boilers and furnaces to replace inefficient burners, boilers
and furnaces that are not less than 7 years old with an efficiency rating of not more than 75%.

Alongside these specific measures and others, the Act also requires the new Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection (“DEEP”) through Section 51 to create a Comprehensive Energy Strategy (“CES”)7
and Section 89 to produce an Integrated Resources Plan (“IRP”)8. The CES covers all fuels in all sectors with a
planning horizon out to 2050 and provides a foundation for better informed policy, regulatory, and legislative
decisions to move Connecticut towards a cleaner, cheaper and more reliable energy future. The IRP
provides an in-depth assessment of the state’s energy and capacity resources, sets forth a plan for meeting
projected demand and lowering the cost of electricity by utilizing a mix of generating facilities and efficiency
programs, and providing strategies to meet the needs of end-users and maximizing consumer benefits and
advancing the state’s environmental goals and standards.
For Connecticut to achieve the ambitious goals of PA 11-80, the CES and the IRP, the state will need to
dramatically increase customer demand, attract and deploy significant sources of public and private
capital, and grow a well-trained workforce to deliver quality services to homeowners. This undertaking will
require the state to go well beyond the current approaches to residential efficiency.

Recommendations
1. Model the ramp-up of consumer demand, capital requirements and workforce capacity to reach the
state’s weatherization goals through an iterative and stakeholder-driven process.
2. Engage a stakeholder group to work with the EEB to evaluate the best ways to allocate customer
acquisition costs between public dollars and private dollars.

Following this section are estimates of the capital that will be required to meet the state’s policy goals, based
on a portfolio of typically installed measures. Next, the marketing dollars required to acquire the necessary
customers to reach these goals will be addressed. Last, the workforce needs are addressed briefly.
7
8
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2012 Integrated Resource Plan for Connecticut prepared by the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (June 14,
2012).
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CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
In order to understand the level of capital needed to achieve the state’s clean energy goals, below is a
bulleted list of various public policies under PA 11-80 and an estimate of the investment requirements to
achieve those policies.


Weatherization – per Section 33, Connecticut seeks to achieve a goal of 80% of residential units
weatherized by 2030.
o Assuming 500,000 homes need to be weatherized at an average cost of $2,500 per home,
then $1.25 billion of capital would be needed or about $70 million per year to reach the
2030 goal.
o Assuming the low range for the cost is $700 per home, then $350 million of capital will be
needed or about $20 million per year to reach the 2030 goal.



Equipment Replacement9 – per Section 51, the draft CES seeks to eliminate the upfront costs for
households to convert furnaces, boilers, and other appliances to natural gas. Assuming a target of
250,000 households10 at an average cost of $7,500 for low use and on main, and $13,800 for off main
customers, then $2.2 billion of capital would be needed or about $315 million per year to 2020.11



Solar PV – per Section 106, Connecticut seeks to install 30 MW of new residential solar PV systems
by 2022. Assuming an average installed cost of $4/W and an average system size of 7 kW per
household, this comes to a capital requirement of $120 million and 4,300 households, or $12 million
per year for 430 households.

It should be noted that these are estimates of the level of capital required to achieve these public policy
goals. Funds to achieve these goals will come from a combination of sources, including, ratepayer-backed
programs and initiatives, and private capital resources that are attracted into the market. There are many
sources of project capital, including public capital (i.e. ratepayer funds for Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund
and Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority and federal investment tax credits) and private capital
(i.e. tax equity financing, secured home equity loans, unsecured credit union loans, contractor and
manufacturer financing, customer cash, etc.). The long-term clean energy goals will best be supported by
using and attracting all available sources of project capital.

9
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Natural Gas Sector Strategy of the Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy estimates 39,000 low use, 160,800 on main, and
51,500 off main residential customers
11
It is likely that many of these households will naturally replace their equipment. Assuming a 25-year measure life, roughly
70,000 systems would be replaced over the next seven years. For these units that are being naturally replaced, a more
relevant estimate of capital requirements may be the incremental cost of converting to a more energy efficient system.
10
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MEASURES
The Finance Committee felt it was important to understand the types of technologies that the financing
program would be supporting that are consistent with the public policy goals of Connecticut. The average
loan size, annual savings (i.e. kWh, MMBtu, and $), and payback estimates for each of these technologies is
provided below – see Table 1.
TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES FOR FINANCING
Energy Efficiency12

Equipment
Replacement13

Solar PV14

Solar Hot Water
Systems15

Average Loan Size

$1,000-$10,500

$7,500-$13,800

$20,000

$7,980

Annual Savings
(kWh)
Annual Savings
(MMBtu)
Annual Savings ($)

350-8,000

N/A

8,000

N/A

8-54 (range)

1416

27

12

$40 to $1,280

$1,800

$1,500

$500

4.2-7.7

13.3

16.0

(average)
Payback

2 to 23

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION METRICS
We would like to define “customer acquisition” as a process that occurs over time given the goal of achieving
a deeper level of energy savings. This process takes into account multiple ways of “touching” a customer and
also takes into account there may be multiple upgrades/measures installed over time, not just a one-off audit
and simple weatherization measures.
Number of Households that need to be reached to meet the 80% Weatherization goal by 2030:


500,960

This is based on Figure 9 of the draft CES and addresses only the single family market, based on an estimate
of 634,000 homes that would likely have additional energy measures recommended, and 7,800 homes
12

Energy efficiency measures include: Insulation; air sealing, duct sealing, HVAC replacements, etc.
2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut. Includes a “Contribution in Aid of Construction” charge for off
main installations in the amount of $6,300 per home above the equipment replacement costs of $7,500.
14
Assumes 7-kW system, $4/W installed, 30% ITC, no subsidy, 13% capacity factor, and LCOE of $0.1898/kWh ($0.17/kWh
escalating at 2% per year for 15 years)
15
Assumes 12-MMBtu system, $950/MMBtu installed, 30% ITC, and displacing heating oil
16
2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut, pg A7-A8. Converting from oil to natural gas will go from 100
MMBtus at 80% efficient oil furnace to a natural gas furnace that is 93% efficient at consumes 86 MMBtus.
13
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already installing some measures. That leaves 500,960 homes to reach the 80% goal. This estimate needs to
be refined once the EEB concludes its study of the residential building stock in CT and what the addressable
market is to reach the Weatherization goal.
Cost to acquire a customer17:



Low End: $150
High End: $300

This industry range factors in varying installed costs for potential upgrade, as well as whether or not the
customer is pre-qualified for financing (e.g. a customer pre-qualified for financing on a whole home upgrade
costs more to acquire than a customer installing a lower cost measure without financing). For energy
efficiency contractors, marketing costs are typically 3-6% of an installed job cost. For solar PV, the number is
5-10% of the installed costs or between $250 and $500 per kW installed.
Total Customer Acquisition Costs:



Low End: $75.1 million dollars, or $4.2 million per year to reach the 2030 goal
High End: $150.3 million dollars, or $8.3 million per year to reach the 2030 goal

One of the issues that need to be addressed in this model is the question of how these customer acquisition
costs get allocated – who pays for what and when? Some of these costs may be borne by the contractor,
some may be subsidized by the state, ratepayer fund, and/or private foundations, some may be borne as part
of a loan transaction, some may be borne by the utilities as part of their ongoing business, etc. We
recommend careful analysis of the best way to apportion these costs. One of the guiding principles is that the
State should not subsidize what a contractor, customer or lending partner is willing to pay for because the
benefits are in their interests. However, we also recognize that the State should help catalyze demand for
energy efficiency as a merit good. As a result, we need quite a bit of testing to find the right balance.
We recommend that a system be put in place to track the ongoing effectiveness of customer acquisition and
marketing strategies. This is standard practice for marketers and is critically important in the energy
efficiency space where there are limited public dollars and much refining to be done over time to optimize
resource allocation. The strategies that work in the early years of an effort to reach the majority of
households will not necessarily work as you move from early adopters to the early majority through to
mainstream acceptance and the laggards. Similarly, different strategies may perform better or worse for
distinct customer segments.

17

Per DOE Better Buildings Booz-Allen Hamilton market research study, October 2011
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WORKFORCE EXPANSION: BALANCING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Focusing on the needs of customers and contractors while using market forces to drive demand will be
crucial to reaching the goals set by the state. We need to address the supply and demand balance in this
scenario. On one hand, growing customer demand will attract new entrants into the industry. On the other
hand, we need to ensure that customer demand does not outstrip supply capacity for energy efficiency
retrofits due to entry barriers such as financing costs for new equipment, certification requirements and
program registration requirements. We need to make it easy for contractors to provide high quality,
professional service to this growing pool of customers by addressing these barriers.
At present, there are twelve (12) registered contractors for the HPwES program and twenty-four (24)
registered contractors in the HES program. As customer demand rises, based on the ramp projected to reach
state goals, we will need a larger number of trained contractors. This will be an area addressed in the coming
months by the Workforce and Industry stakeholder group, in co-operation with the other workgroups.

12

FOCUS ON CONTRACTORS
Contractors are the linchpin of a successful initiative to drive significant adoption of energy efficiency
improvements. In the last five (5) years, the utilities companies have created a home performance industry
that did not exist previously, employing hundreds of Connecticut residents and serving tens of thousands of
customers annually. As a result of these efforts, Connecticut now has an established program model that can
be refined and improved. Time and again in our research of successful programs cited contractors as the
most important marketing channel for efficiency upgrade programs.18 With the increased emphasis on
private sector leadership and entrepreneurship mentioned in the draft CES, we believe that aligning policy
goals with contractor-friendly market incentives will be key to achieving deeper savings.

Recommendations
1. Implement a robust contractor- and consumer-friendly HPwES program that greatly increases the
number of participating contractors, especially those who are already doing work across the state.
We must expand beyond the current HES vendors and tap into the broader marketplace of
contractors. To drive consumer demand through HPwES, the customer and contractor cost
disparities between HES and HPwES must be addressed, aligning the allocation of ratepayer incentive
dollars with contractor and customer incentives to encourage deeper energy savings.
2. Restructure HES to align contractor and customer incentives to the state weatherization goal to go
deeper with energy savings. 19
3. Invest in marketing materials that are co-branded with EnergizeCT that contractors can tailor for
their own use, and educate consumers about professional standards of the home performance
industry.
4. Invest in building contractor capacity for sales, marketing, back office administration, and expansion.
Partner with DECD’s Small Business Express Program, Workforce Development Boards and other
existing programs to provide training, assistance, loans, etc. to contractors.

PROGRAM DESIGN
Focusing on the needs of customers and contractors while using market forces to drive demand will be
crucial to reaching the goals set by the state. We identified several key themes for improvement in terms of
Program Design. Drawing from the presentations from the Finance working group, we found that successful
programs often sought to make it as easy and attractive as possible for both customers and contractors to
participate in the program. This involves removing barriers to participation in terms of information access,
capital access and ease of scheduling. Throughout this section when we speak of “contractors,” we are
referring to contractors broadly, including would-be entrants into the energy efficiency industry, beyond
the current population of HES and HPwES vendors.

18
19

This includes all seven energy efficiency programs we surveyed.
2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut, pg 8
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We envision HES and HPwES as complementary channels for scaling-up energy efficiency retrofits by
leveraging different customer segments. At present, the disparity between HES and HPwES in terms of
customer costs and program design with regards to incentives has resulted in HPwES not attracting
substantial contractor interest. The current programmatic approaches to contractors should be updated and
expanded to incorporate the following:
1. Restructure HES to incentivize deeper upgrades on both the part of contractors and customers.
Provide performance incentives to contractors who obtain higher levels of savings in homes that
have opportunities for deeper upgrades to ensure that energy efficiency measures carried out
through HES comply with the state’s weatherization standard that is currently under review with
DEEP and other stakeholders.
2. Equalize cost to customers between HES and HPwES. Address the disparity between HES and HPwES
cost to customers by allowing full or partial reimbursement, or full financing of audit cost upon
project approval. Another idea involves increasing the customer co-pay for HES audit for customers
above a certain income limit20 but allow audit cost to be discounted from the cost of work for deeper
measures installed as a program incentive.
3. Address the time lag in payment and other operational costs for HPwES to contractors. This cash
flow challenge could be addressed by requiring an upfront payment by the customer that could be
financed. For example, Efficiency Maine disburses 30% of the loan amount one week after closing
the loan to enable customers to fund an initial payment for work. Automated in-home approval of
non-custom measures can also be considered. This may also be integrated into the finance offering
where up to 20% of non-eligible measures including health and safety abatements can be financed.
4. Reduce the “hassle-factor” involved in application and program approval processes. This involves
reducing the number of visits and steps required to complete energy upgrade work. Operations
analysis should be conducted to identify bottlenecks and administrators need to take action to
eliminate them. Close attention needs to be paid to this for HES-IE and HPwES. This includes both the
process for visits as well as the process for online sign-up, application for rebates and financing.
5. Automation of program processes using technology platforms can be crucial in speeding up
approval time and also reducing paperwork for contractors. Use an online platform for submission of
applications for HPwES where contractors can type in data directly into the system instead of having
to print/scan/e-mail or fax paperwork in. For example, Neighbor to Neighbor required all HES
vendors to use a contractor portal to “enter pipeline/status data for all HES assessments and
upgrades, from lead to completion. This includes bid info, uploaded HEY tools post-HES and postupgrade, uploaded release forms.”21

20

For example, in New York, subsidies for audit are not available for households with total household income above 400
percent of Area Median Income.
21
Kat Donnelly (2012), Technology Solutions and Programmatic Approaches: Driving Innovation in Residential Energy Efficiency
Strategies, http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/neighborhoods/pdfs/s5-donnelly.pdf
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6. Frequent communications regarding program updates can also be provided via an automated
platform so contractors see updates the moment they log into the system.
7. Use aggregation to make jobs in targeted neighborhoods more attractive and less risky for
contractors. From the NYSERDA experience, aggregation has proven to be a useful tool for providing
contractors with a full schedule of work in a community with reduced opportunity cost of a
cancelation. Aggregation is a “collection of eligible homes brought to the GJGNY Program by [a
community partner], under contract with NYSERDA to perform Customer Outreach services, and who
have agreed, up-front, to use the same contractor or contractor team to perform audits and retrofit
work.”22

MARKETING
At present, Connecticut consumers are not generally familiar with Home Performance as an industry.
Without this awareness, a resident is not going to distinguish between a contractor that is trained on the
latest energy efficiency products and techniques versus a contractor who does not have that knowledge.
Thus, a joint marketing effort is needed from both the program administrators and the contractors. The
Program Design and Marketing committees recommend that contractors be provided with the tools to
market themselves and efficiency program offerings. This should include consumer-friendly marketing
materials and collateral that can be co-branded with EnergizeCT:
1. Targeted marketing materials for challenging consumer segments such as customers who have
already done HES. One example is a sample script to sell HPwES to established customers.
2. Engage a marketing consultancy to create a range of sample materials and advertisements for
contractors to tailor and use showing program offerings and financing opportunities. The current
offerings available are too limited. The early work on the Energize CT brand is a step in the right
direction. These consumer-friendly marketing approaches need to drive down into program
materials.
3. Provide co-branding and cooperative marketing incentives such as a co-op marketing funding pool
with specific guidelines. Program administrators could consider the example of NYSERDA, which
works with several contractors who represent NYSERDA at trade fairs and also market the programs
to new customers.
4. Invest in sales training for contractors, an area that many contractors struggle with, particularly as it
relates to energy efficiency investments and to financing options for those investments. We
recognize that sales and customer service training efforts for HES vendors have been ongoing since
the inception of the HES program and more recently, training through Dale Carnegie and the
Community College system has been piloted by partners such as Neighbor to Neighbor and Norwalk
22

2012 Green Jobs Green New York Annual Report, pg 29
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Community College. Additionally, a Home Performance Sales seminar has been held through thirdparty trainers. However, sales training should be expanded to other contractors as well. Contractors
are the first line and primary channel for giving customers information about the program as well as
about financing products (See Table 5 in Focusing on Finance chapter).
5. Implement a home energy rating system that contractors can use during their assessment of a
home and after an upgrade is performed. Tools like DOE’s Home Energy Score provide a customerfriendly presentation of the current performance of their home and prioritized recommendations for
upgrades and what impact they would have on the home. A wider rollout of DOE’s tool, beyond the
New Haven pilot, should be explored.
On the Program Administrator side, additional marketing needs to be done to promote awareness of HPwES
as a program offering to customers. At the moment, customers have to click several times to navigate deeper
into United Illuminating (UI) and Connecticut Light &Power (CL&P)’s websites in order to find information on
HPwES.23 Understanding the difference between HES and HPwES may be difficult for a customer who
encounters both programs for the first time. Thus, we strongly recommend creating a standalone website
for HPwES to improve visibility and provide additional clarity to customers. This centralized site can feature:
1. Complete database of approved contractors for both CL&P and UI, showing details of number of
jobs done, certifications and customer reviews to promote trust. Consider enabling customers to
type in their zip code to locate contractors who work in their area.
2. Detailed explanation of HES and HPwES programs and application processes. Possibly even provide
a click-through tool for them to decide how to start, this could be modeled on credit card selection
tools where one can click on a number of features and the tool recommends a card for you. This will
enable customers to be channeled to the most suitable program for their needs.
3. Provide searchable list of eligible measures online for customers.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
At present, Connecticut has a core base of twenty-four (24) HES vendors that is currently expanding through
an RFP process which has seen 130 contractors submit materials. This has grown tremendously from 2006
when a three (3) vendor duct sealing pilot program was launched. The CES supports a transition towards a
market-based model for providing energy efficiency upgrades, this necessitates a focused effort to expand
beyond the current HES vendors and tap into the much bigger marketplace of contractors that could be
marketing and selling efficiency upgrades, rebates, incentives and financing options. This could be
accomplished through a revamped HPwES program, or through approval of additional contractors for any
financing programs, among other strategies.
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New firms entering the Home Performance industry need financing to meet startup costs, while existing
businesses require capital for expansion. Capital is needed for investment in specialized training and
certification for staff, purchasing specialized equipment and investment in marketing. For example, a study
by the Better Buildings Neighborhood Program (2012) found that it costs about $100,000 to start a HVAC
business, an additional $10,000 to expand into providing basic energy efficiency services and an additional
$45,000 to provide whole-home performance services.24 We can support the technical, administrative and
financing needs of Connecticut’s home performance contractors through the following measures:
1. Provide training and technical assistance for implementing Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems, target marketing approaches, and sales and support processes.
2. Promote awareness of existing financing opportunities such as the Small Business Express Program
by the Department of Economic and Community Development which offers both grants and loans.
This program has a relevant emphasis on green and sustainable technology.25
3. Develop loan products to meet the financing needs of contractor businesses for equipment
purchase and growth.
4. Consider writing off equipment loans to contractors as an incentive to participate after a certain
number of jobs have been completed.
Investment in training, certification, and quality control will encourage contractors to provide consistent,
professional and high quality service to customers. This also promotes trust among customers. Thus, we
recommend the following:
1. Provide discounted (or financed) Building Performance Institute (BPI) training for new entrants and
advanced BPI training for existing companies. This will help overcome barriers of entry to become a
qualified contractor.
2. Creating accreditation or licensure standards for contractors. We support the draft CES proposal of
a “licensure standard for HES home performance contractors” to promote confidence in customers
and to incentivize advanced training if the standard is “tied to different levels of the Building
Performance Institute’s certification program.”26
3. Invest in quality control/quality assurance for contractors providing deeper upgrade services.
Consumers need to know whether the contractor performing work for them is doing quality work.
The Home Energy Solutions program performs QA/QC for its vendors on about five (5) percent of the
projects. We believe this should be expanded. For example, Efficiency Maine has contracted
Conservation Services Group to provide quality control checks on fifteen (15) percent of all projects
completed.

24

Better Buildings (2012), Business Models Guide, Chapter 2, pg 2-33
Small Business Express Program, http://www.ct.gov/ecd/cwp/view.asp?a=3931&q=489792
26
2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut, pg 29
25
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FOCUS ON CUSTOMERS
Driving customer demand for deeper upgrades is critical to reaching the state’s weatherization goals. In this
section, we will focus on customer segmentation and acquisition strategies broadly before delving into
specific customer segments such as low to moderate income households, seniors, renters and landlords. In
particular we will focus on the use of “packages” of improvements as a marketing strategy for up-selling
deeper upgrades.

Recommendations
1. Perform a customer segmentation study on the demographic and psychographic profile of who has
done HES, who got recommendations, who moved forward, etc. to better understand HES vs. HPwES
customer segments.
2. Engage a specialty marketing firm to develop consumer-friendly marketing materials, including
“packages” of improvements. Ensure the latest marketing best practices are used including multitouch/multi-platform/multi-channel approaches, use of trusted sources, testimonials, etc.
3. Implement a stakeholder process to define a customer engagement platform and its requirements
and potential implementation paths. Include energy efficiency program administrators, DEEP,
contractors, and other third parties.
4. Outsource community-based outreach to nonprofits and community partners better positioned to
serve target market segments
5. Coordinate program intake and delivery with social services and health and safety programs.
6. Empower building owners to market their energy efficiency via a home energy rating labeling
system.

UNDERSTANDING THE HES AND HPWES CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
We need to provide a portfolio of options to engage growing numbers of CT residents in completing more
comprehensive upgrades through both a restructured HES program and a fully implemented and robust
HPwES program. At the same time, we need to understand which customer segments will be most attracted
to each program, so they can be treated as complementary marketing channels. Who is the ideal customer
for HES and for HPwES? What are their demographic and psychographic profiles? We recommend performing
a segmentation analysis to better understand which different customer types are currently being served,
which follow through with the upgrades and how the different programs can complement each other in
serving the deeper savings goals. In particular, we need to figure out how to use HPwES as a method of
reaching customers who are ready to do more comprehensive energy efficiency upgrades.
Once the customer profiles are better understood, then more targeted marketing could be done to address
the HPwES opportunity. Some ideas include:
1. Use HPwES customer profiles combined with utility usage data for HPwES target marketing. To
reach customers who heat with oil, we can partner with fuel dealers and the Independent
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Connecticut Petroleum Association to promote energy efficiency. Wesson Energy is one example of
an oil company that is thriving by offering energy efficiency services.
2. Streamline HPwES offerings for existing HES customers (no audit, just scope of work) to access
rebates and financing with minimal time-lag and hassles.
3. Support contractors by offering special marketing and limited-time offers aimed at previous HES
customers, and provide simple mechanism for them to re-engage with HPwES contractors, including
making past customers (with their consent) available to any HPwES contractor to follow up.

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION STRATEGIES
Energy is a low interest consumer category, posing significant challenges for engaging consumers. Within the
energy category, energy efficiency has unique barriers that add to the overall marketing challenges. We
recognize and support the efforts of the EnergizeCT initiative as well as the upcoming implementation of a
statewide energy dashboard for HES customers which are very much in line with the recommendations in this
report. The follow marketing approaches and tools cut across all customer segments and draw on best
practices from other consumer categories, as well as successful energy efficiency programs.27
Multiple-Touch, multiple-platform, multiple-channel. Consumers need to be met on their terms. In today’s
crowded market place, this calls for an integrated marketing and outreach approach that reaches customers
in multiple ways over time. This means combining traditional and direct marketing tactics (direct mail,
print/television/radio, telemarketing, public relations) with new media tactics (email, web, social media such
as Facebook, Twitter and hyper local bloggers); coupling an “air war” with a “ground war” that uses
community-based marketing and outreach; leveraging all available distribution channels including
contractors, community partners, lending partners, utility communications, municipal partners, real estate
partners, retail partners, etc.
Consumer-Friendly Messaging. Much work has been done on how to message a low interest consumer
category like energy efficiency upgrades. Industry best practices include using:
1. Trusted messengers to deliver the message (See Appendix B for examples.)
2. Stories and testimonials that get tap into emotion and narrative, as opposed to energy jargon or
dollars or numbers (See Appendix B for examples.)
3. Solution-based messaging that addresses common issues like comfort, health and safety concerns,
ice dams/repairs, and equipment replacement
4. Behavior-based messaging that incorporates behavioral science strategies into language used28
5. Market segmentation strategies that tailor the message to specific market segments (covered in
more detail later on for low-income, seniors, landlords, tenants and new homeowners)

27

Presentations and research from DOE Better Buildings Lessons Learned, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories, MIT et al (July 24,
2012) https://www.box.com/files/0/f/340639484/07-24-12_HDF_Energy_Smart_Solutions_-_Energy_Efficiency_Workshop
28
A key learning from behavioral science is that messages must be actionable – that is, the consumer must have a way of acting
on the suggestion right then and there, before their mind moves onto something else. For example, we can include a means for
customers to sign-up at the point that they learn about the program.
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Packaging/Bundling as a Marketing Tool. We recommend presenting consumers with a suite of packages or
product bundles as a marketing tool to engage them in getting a contractor to come assess their home.
Product bundles are a familiar marketing strategy for consumers (common in home construction,
kitchen/bath remodeling, computers, etc.) and provide an easy-to-digest entry point to what is often a
challenging or overwhelming process for consumers. We recognize that each home is unique and will require
different types of measures based on the current condition of the home. Thus, these packages are not
“fixed” per se but instead tailored to the needs of each home. What a “Comfort” package may cost to
Homeowner A may not be the same as what it costs for Homeowner B depending on the measures needed –
as such we recommend thinking of bundling as an umbrella marketing strategy.
The following illustrative packages from the March Megacommunities Simulation (Table 2) have been
discussed by the workgroups to address drivers such as comfort or cost-savings. The Comfort package could
be marketed as the basic weatherization package and the others can be added-on.
TABLE 2 SUGGESTED ENERGY EFFICIENCY PACKAGES FROM THE MEGACOMMUNITIES SIMULATION
Comfort

High Performance

Health and Safety

Services: includes air
sealing, insulation,
lighting, water efficiency
features, and CO/fire
detectors

Services: installation of
major equipment such as
HVAC, appliances, and
system controls

Services: addresses
structural, moisture,
lead, and asbestos issues

Approx. cost: $3,000

Approx. cost: up to
$8,000

Approx. cost: Maximum
20% of project costs

Approx. cost: up to
$20,000

Appeal to customer:

Appeal to customer:

Appeal to customer:

Appeal to customer:

•
•
•
•

Increased comfort
in home
Improved safety
Easy to understand
Reasonable cost

•
•
•

Increase comfort in
home
Easy to understand
More effective
savings when
applied in
coordination with
comfort package

•

Addresses core
health and safety
issues and will make
other packages
effective

Renewables
Services: includes
solar hot water,
solar photovoltaic,
and geothermal

•

•
•
•

Increase in energy
from renewable
sources
Easy to understand
No upfront capital
required
Cheaper than
electricity costs

Another advantage of promoting packages is that it provides a clear up-sell path to customers where there is
more perceived value as more measures are undertaken. This can take the form of discounting on the overall
cost, or a decreased interest rate for customers who undertake more energy upgrades. For example, Clean
Energy Works Oregon provides a tiered rebate level based on the modeled energy savings for each home
with higher rebates for homes with higher levels of energy savings (15, 20 or 30 percent savings).
Manufacturers of appliances and HVAC systems may be willing to offer discounts to customers who install a
combination of products from them. The program administrators should attempt to negotiate this with them.
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We can also use lower interest rates to incentivize customers taking on deeper energy upgrades, particularly
when customers choose to bundle energy efficiency with renewable energy systems.
To increase the effectiveness of using packages as a marketing approach, calculations of payback and annual
savings (i.e. kWh, MMBtu, and $) can also be included in the estimation. These packages would clearly
identify the savings potential for each, given the investment required (as shown in Table 1 earlier).
Customer Engagement Platform. The implementation of a customer engagement platform should be given a
high priority. This would encompass both customer engagement/behavior technologies, as well as a
customer relationship management (CRM) type of back-office infrastructure. Current investments in these
types of capabilities by the utility program administrators should be understood first, and then a plan
developed for future investment and integration into overall program design/implementation as well as
integrated marketing and outreach plans.
Again, as in other marketing recommendations, these approaches have become standard practice in other
consumer sectors that utilize multi-touch/platform/channel strategies coupled with market segmentation.
From the customer perspective, this will enable customers to track their energy usage and ongoing progress
towards improving their home’s performance. From an administrator perspective, this will enable targeted
customer marketing, communications and follow up for future energy actions (including no-cost, low-cost
and deeper upgrades).
Additionally, contractors should also be encouraged to invest in CRM platforms. Not only will this allow them
to do their own targeted marketing, but it will also enable them to more effectively manage their customer
pipeline and conduct timely customer follow up, from initial scheduling of assessments, to implementation of
deeper measures over time. For many residents, the decision to move forward with an upgrade will not be an
immediate one. Without CRM technology in place at the program level or at the contractors, it will be
difficult to keep track of which customers need to be kept in touch with.
A stakeholder process should be utilized to outline the requirements of such a system that meet the state
policy goals and the expanded types of outreach and marketing that will be utilized going forward. For
contractors, business support should be considered, in the form of training and technical assistance for
implementing CRMs, target marketing approaches, and sales and support processes. (See Appendix C for
diagram provided by the Energy Futures Group.)
Leveraging Community-Based and Grassroots Organizations. Given the need to employ trusted sources to
get consumers to take action on energy efficiency, the need to reach much deeper to get more households to
take action, and the need to reach segments of the population that are not traditionally well served by
current program models, a concerted effort should be undertaken to increase partnerships with community
groups through the use of grassroots outreach models. Target populations may share common geographic,
cultural or economic characteristics. Indeed, community outreach models are particularly well-suited to lowincome households, senior citizens, and can provide deeper penetration into smaller communities and local
neighborhoods, among other market segments.
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By connecting with community-based organizations, faith-based organizations and the like, programs can tap
into the very people who have an ongoing relationship with the community. This creates a trusted point of
entry and enables finding the match between the programs, the people who are working in the communities,
and connecting to existing relationships with residents. (See Appendix B for examples of successful
community-based models.)
Community-based and grassroots strategies are also ideal in tackling ongoing customer follow up, another
key area for driving deeper adoption of upgrades. The road from an assessment to “low-hanging fruit”
measures to the deeper upgrades is not always straightforward for residents or contractors, and there are
numerous points in the process where customers can fall through the cracks. A few examples include
scheduling the assessment in the first place, needing to reschedule as assessment after a gas leak or other
issue like asbestos remediation has been dealt with, or following up with a customer at some future point
when they are ready to move forward. Having a trusted partner with a strong community tie ensures a higher
success rate from initial outreach all the way through to installing deeper measures.
Successful implementation of outreach models is customer service driven and relies on excellent program
coordination, providing accurate and easily understandable information on program procedures and
offerings, and support for customers to move easily through the process from inquiry through to upgrades.
There are a number of successful Connecticut models that can be drawn from, such as the Neighbor to
Neighbor Energy Challenge, the Connecticut Efficient and Healthy Homes Initiative (CTEHHI) and the Yale
Community Carbon Fund. The NYSERDA Green Jobs Green NY model is another example we can learn from.
Each of these models has important program elements that exist outside the state or utility programs such
as:






Marketing, enrollment and customer tracking functions
Training and marketing/outreach materials support for community partners enrolling customers
Contractor coordination
Centralized online platform for program administrators, community partners and contractors to see
real time program data and customer status, from leads through to project completion
Reporting on goals and performance targets; leveraging of online technology for program updates,
materials, resources. (See Appendix B for more information.)

LOW TO MODERATE INCOME AND SENIORS
The draft CES identifies a number of customer segments that require “careful development of targeted
strategies” to address their needs. These include small businesses in low-income communities, rental
housing, single-family owner-occupied housing, public housing and seniors. 29 The Program Design and
Marketing group focused on identifying challenges and solutions for a number of these groups.

29

2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut, pg 23
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As Connecticut’s population ages, we need to support energy efficiency in the homes of our seniors to
support aging-in-place and a sustainable post-retirement lifestyle. We recommend working closely with
community partners such as faith-based groups, CAPs and Meals on Wheels, as well as the AARP to serve this
target group. One challenge faced by this group is a lack of awareness about qualification for assistance in
energy efficiency programs.
Numerous barriers make it difficult for low-income customers to participate in the HES-IE program.
Contractors we spoke to mentioned facing difficulties in scheduling work with IE customers arising from poor
response from customers, sudden cancelations and difficulty in getting sub-contractors to take on jobs in
lower income neighborhoods. Low-income customers also face heightened opportunity costs with their time
in relation to missing work and finding childcare during the energy audit and subsequent installation work.
Thus, it is important to make it easier for both contractors and targeted customers to participate in HES-IE.
Streamlining the income verification process. Individuals who qualify for any state assistance should be
flagged as being eligible for weatherization without requiring additional income verification. It is currently a
burden for either the contractor or the community partner to help clients obtain all the information required
to apply for HES-IE. With the increasing numbers of community partners (such as faith-based groups, social
service agencies, etc.) working to get customers to participate in the HES-Income Eligible program, it is
imperative that we make the application process as simple as possible. Customers tend to drop-out of the
application process as they have to obtain their utility account numbers and go through income verification.
The more steps are needed, the lower the percentage of customers who actually go through with the audit in
the end.
Coordinating program intake and delivery with social services and health and safety programs. Doing so
presents us with the tremendous opportunity to increase uptake among target populations as well as to
leverage available funds and programs for removal of health and safety barriers to energy upgrades.
We recommend cooperating with other agencies via the nationwide “Weatherization Plus Health” initiative
by the Department of Energy. “Weatherization Plus Health will ensure energy efficient and healthy indoor
environments by facilitating the establishment of strong, effective partnerships between Grantees of the
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) and providers of healthy homes services.”30
Weatherization should also be included onto existing application processes for services such as emergency
energy assistance or health and safety programs. The Connecticut Efficient and Healthy Homes Initiative
(CTEHHI) by United Illuminating is an example of coordinated delivery of services using a single intake form.
Using a shared healthy homes assessment tool, CTEHHI enables coordination of work and funding from
multiple entities in one home. They also implemented a systematized referral process for work to maximize
knowledge sharing of programs and funding sources. The following recommendations can support increased
coordination:
1. Develop resources, training and coordination with other agencies to remove barriers to obtaining
deeper upgrades, including asbestos, knob-and-tube wiring and mold/moisture. We support the

30

http://www.nascsp.org/Weatherization-Plus-Health.aspx
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recommendation in the draft CES for “Identifying a way to fund asbestos removal and replacement
of knob and tube wiring”31 either through grants or financing.
2. Program orientation for contractors and the Program Manuals should include updated information
on additional funding sources or programs for health and safety issues. In addition, contractors
should connect customers with community partners who can assist in applications for such services.

RENTERS, LANDLORDS AND NEW HOMEOWNERS
The Program Design committee, together with the draft CES, identifies the split incentive challenge between
landlords and renters as a challenge that must be tackled. This challenge arises because landlords who have
to invest in energy efficiency upgrades do not receive the savings from the measure installed. Instead, the
renter – who is responsible for the utility bills – is the one who realizes the savings. This creates a
disincentive for landlords to invest in upgrades unless the benefits can be shared. The draft CES also rightly
identifies other challenges including absentee landlords and landlords who “refuse to provide access to their
buildings because they fear discovery of code violations.”32
Multifamily buildings are an important target in our effort to drive deeper savings; working directly with
public agencies or real estate management firms that have a large number of housing units under their aegis
can jumpstart this process. We recommend launching an initiative to target multifamily master-metered
buildings where upgrades can be done for the entire building. Listing energy usage ratings in real estate
databases can also drive market demand for energy efficient homes by giving consumers the opportunity to
discriminate between residential units.
Innovative financing strategies for investment in energy efficiency can be used to ameliorate the split
incentive challenge. One such mechanism is on-bill financing where the renter is responsible for the cost of
investment. The Finance committee has found that shut-off in the case of nonpayment is not vital for
attracting private capital (based on the experience of Clean Energy Works Oregon and Michigan Saves). This
option will be further discussed in the Focus on Finance chapter.
According to the draft CES, “Approximately 5% of the residential housing stock in Connecticut changes hands
each year.” Leveraging time of sale and signing of new leases is another key opportunity to motivate the
installation of energy efficiency upgrades. The following recommendations address both the opportunities
during time of sale/rent as well as the split incentive challenge:
1. Empower building owners to market their energy efficiency. This could be done by “developing a
residential building energy labeling program on a voluntary, pilot basis” as recommended by the
draft CES.33 We support the implementation of a home energy rating system like the DOE Home
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Energy Score rating system for single-family homes and multifamily units, but further suggest that
we meld it with Connecticut’s weatherization standard for 1-4 units.
2. Require energy use disclosure at time of rent. We support the draft CES recommendation for
legislation “to require that landlords of commercial and residential buildings provide energy cost
data to tenants, for rental units where the tenant directly pays the bill.” 34
3. Work with the real estate associations to make energy information available as a field in the
Multiple Listing Service (MLS) database. We recommend that the home energy rating be
incorporated in the Green Sheet for real estate agents. We also recommend that inclusion of a
home’s energy usage data in the MLS listing also be explored.
4. Educate buyers and sellers on energy savings opportunities at time of sale. Coordinate with
mortgage lenders and realtors to provide information and financing for energy efficiency upgrades
for prospective homeowners, as well as those looking to sell their homes.

34
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FOCUS ON CAPITAL
For the state to achieve the ambitious goals of PA 11-80, the CES and the IRP, the state will need to attract
and deploy significant sources of public and private capital, including the ratepayer-backed programs of the
Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund (“CEEF”) and Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (“CEFIA”)
along with attracting significant private capital investment to Connecticut from a wide range of sources.
The Finance Committee heard from seven programs via webinar followed by a question and answer session –
see Table 3. It should be noted that financing programs from four of the “Top 5” ranked ACEEE35 states were
included. It became apparent in these investigations that there are several program models achieving
significantly higher loan volume to drive upgrades than Connecticut is currently achieving. One common
theme heard from these programs is how critical contractors are to promoting financing options to
consumers, and how large the network of active contractors is in these programs. Another interesting model
seen in some of these programs was the use of community banks, community development financial
institutions (CDFIs) and credit unions to promote energy efficiency loans, since these institutions already
have customer relationships that can be leveraged.

Recommendations
1. Provide significantly enhanced support to contractors so that they can better promote financing
options to consumers, especially since financing is most successful when integrated with program
intake and delivery. Encourage participation in the financing program from a greatly expanded set of
contractors.
2. Implement a pilot program with local credit unions, community development financial institutions
and community banks, and provide limited credit enhancement.
3. Collect and analyze performance data on existing and future loan programs, including underwriting
characteristics, loan performance data, and actual energy savings performance data.
4. Pursue a sustainable interest rate (i.e. between 4 to 6 percent) that is competitive with the market
and that minimizes use of ratepayer and/or public sector capital, reserving the use of lower interest
rates for low-income households or as special offers to catalyze a market.
5. Consider implementing an on-bill repayment program or improve existing on-bill offerings for
specific customer segments to attract private capital investment at reasonable interest rates to
customers. Shut-off authority and staying with the meter provisions should be explored for various
customer segments, with consumer protection measures for low-income populations. Such
provisions should be incorporated if it can be shown that it is necessary to secure low-cost capital
and that the benefits outweigh the potential risks to low-income customers.

Following the webinar, the presenters provided follow-up data on their respective programs which we have
incorporated into this report. All webinar presentations and recordings are available.

35
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TABLE 3. OVERVIEW OF THE BEST P RACTICE FINANCING PROGRAMS REVIEWED BY THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
State
California

Connecticut

ACEEE
36
Rank
2

6

Program Name

Program Start

Loan Volume

Financing Model

Western
Riverside Council
of Governments
HERO Program

December 2011

Closed:
445 ($7.9 MM)

Residential property
assessed clean
energy
(PACE) model

Home Energy
Solutions Loan
Program

June 2010:
Pilot
June 2011:
CHIF

Maine

Massachusetts

36
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1

Efficiency Maine

Mass Save HEAT
Loan

Approved:
1,644 ($50.5 MM)
Closed:
37
Pilot
1,506 ($16 MM)
38

From 6/1/11
199 ($1.4 MM)

April 2010:
PACE Loan

Closed:
292 ($3.77 MM)

April 2011:
PowerSaver

Approved:
$2.58 MM

2006 (Interest
Rate Buydown
began in Fall
2010)

Closed:
3,371 ($30.4MM)

Ratepayer and
shareholder capital
with on-bill and
traditional
repayment options
Maine-specific
version of residential
property assessed
clean energy
financing with a
39
junior lien position
Community lender
model with upfront
interest rate buydown

The State Energy Efficiency Scorecard for 2012 by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy
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Comment by Kevin Porter, VP of Lending, CHIF: “The pilot was not required to meet cost-effectiveness standards (this may
also be the case for some of the other programs around the country that are financing roofs, windows, etc.). It offered
financing at 0%, 2.99%, and 4.99%, and placed very few limits on the type of eligible measures. Customers qualified for the 0%
rate if they financed more than $7,500. As a result, many customers installed additional measures to increase the cost of their
project and take advantage of the lowest rate. Up to 25% of funding also was allowed for construction not directly required for
installation of a measure, like ceiling, stairs, walls or similar uses.
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Comment by Kevin Porter, VP of Lending, CHIF: “On June 1, 2011, the Residential Financing Pilot became a permanent
program and needed to meet strict cost-effectiveness standards, which the consultants predicted would result in a 70-90%
drop in activity. The changes included the interest rates increased from 0% to 2.99% and 4.99%, with financing for oil/propane
measures removed (UI) or priced at market interest rates (CL&P @ 9.25%), as was geothermal, all measures were limited to
early retirement (including A/C, which was a large portion of the volume) so non-functioning equipment could not be replaced,
federal tax incentives and rebates (rebates were double-value during the pilot through April 2011) were reduced or eliminated,
and financing could only be used for installing measures or for work necessary to complete the install.”
39

Comment from Dana Fischer, Residential Program Manager, Efficiency Maine: “As allowed under state law, 154
municipalities in Maine provide an FHA approved junior lien residential PACE financing program administered in partnership
with Efficiency Maine.When the PACE law passed our legislature, language was incorporated so that PACE mortgages would not
be treated like a tax nor have a senior priority to primary mortgages, existing or new. The law also created the option for towns
to choose to administer the program themselves and use their tax system as long as it was not treated like a tax, or opt to have
Efficiency Maine administer a portion or all of the program on the town's behalf. Every town to pass a PACE ordinance and
establish a contract with Efficiency Maine has opted to have Efficiency Maine manage all aspects of the program including
servicing which we conduct on a monthly basis but that does not minimize the fact that 154 local units of government have
passed PACE ordinances through their local bylaws. It is notable that like "traditional" PACE, the note is assumable to future
owners of the property.”
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State
Michigan

ACEEE
36
Rank
12

New York

3

Oregon

4

Program Name

Program Start

Loan Volume

Financing Model

Michigan Saves
Home Energy
Loan Program
New York State
Energy Research
and
Development
Authority
(NYSERDA)
Clean Energy
Works Oregon
(CEWO)

October 2010

Closed:
1,700+ ($13.5MM)

Credit union model
with loan loss reserve

November 2010:
Unsecured loan

Closed:
3,485 ($20 MM)

On-bill financing
model

Closed:
2,000+ ($20 MM)

Community bank
model with attractive
lending rates

January 2012:
On-bill Repayment
August 2009: Pilot
February 2010: Onbill Repayment
August 2011:
Direct Loan

BEST PRACTICE FINANCING PROGRAM COMPARISONS
Working with the presenters, the Financing Committee assembled the following comparison factors.40 The
Finance Committee then categorized these comparison factors into three categories – program
characteristics, program process and program performance – and compared by state program (See Appendix
D for detailed descriptions and tables.)
The following is a breakdown of comparison factors identified by each category:

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS













Source of capital
Credit enhancements on the product
Credit underwriting criteria
Interest rate to the customer
Loan repayment periods
Maximum loan size
Processing period for a loan
Is on-bill repayment-finance being used
Is service termination permitted, and if so, is it communicated to customers as part of the lending
process
Can a loan be assigned to the meter
Has assigning it to the meter been used
Description of state rebates for energy efficiency

40

To verify the quality of the data, it should be noted that the data included in the appendix was cross-checked with the
presenters.
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Is an energy audit required
Who administers the audit
What level of services does the audit include
Who collects audit, measures and financing data

PROCESS






Describe financing delivery administration – how is financing provided and what is the cost structure
Underwriting
Servicing
Collections
Who sells and/or promotes the loan products

PERFORMANCE













Default rates
Average applicant income
Average applicant credit score
Loan approval rates
Average loan size
Number of loans
Percent of residential energy efficiency projects in the state that have used financing
Average savings per loan (i.e. kWh, MMBtu, and $’s)
Uptake rate for recommended add-on measures
What is the audit to upgrade rate
o Bearing in mind that there are time lags for work completion, and not all audited homes
have recommended upgrades
o Programs include different levels of energy efficiency measures in audits. For example,
Efficiency Maine, Connecticut and Michigan Saves include air sealing in the initial audit but
the other programs do not.
What is the upgrade to financing uptake rate41

41

It should be noted that a HES assessment includes air sealing. Therefore energy savings for the audit (or assessment) can be
as high as 12% for this direct measure being undertaken from the first visit. For other state audit programs, this sort of direct
measure may not be included in the first visit nor result in significant savings.
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FINDINGS
The following findings are the results from the webinars that were held on best practice residential energy
efficiency financing programs from across the country. These findings are broken down into three categories
– program characteristics, program performance, and program process.
Program Characteristics
The following list highlights the key findings with respect to program characteristics:
1. Integration with Energy Efficiency Program – the most successful energy efficiency financing
programs are linked closely to their local home performance program. These programs use the
financing to leverage more customer investment in efficiency, and the financing programs would not
be successful without program contractors, marketing, quality assurance, referrals, etc.
2. Source of Capital – there is a wide range of sources of capital for financing programs, from
ratepayer-backed programs in Connecticut to complete private sector backed programs in California.
3. Credit Enhancements – there are various credit enhancement strategies being used to attract
private capital, including interest rate buy-downs in Massachusetts to loan loss reserve funds in
Michigan.
4. Interest Rates – many believe that no to low interest rates are one of the key factors contributing to
the success of any residential financing program.42 This belief is not completely substantiated as
California’s PACE program charges a 5.35% upfront service fee to participating customers who must
contribute 10% equity into the project to receive a 5.95% to 8.25% interest rate for projects being
financed for 5 years up to 20 years, respectively. However, it should be noted that there may be
instances where limited time offers of no to low interest rates should be provided to stimulate, but
not sustain, a market. Where no to low interest rates should be pursued is for low-income
customers to pursue deeper energy efficiency investments.
5. Loan Repayment Period – depending upon the eligible measures being undertaken by a home, loan
terms attempt to cover the useful life of a measure.
6. Shutoff Policies - many believe shut-off authority is vital to attract low-cost private capital. This
belief is not completely substantiated as Oregon and Michigan both have on-bill repayment
programs that work with local lenders to secure low-cost capital without this feature.43

42

There are many factors that influence a residential customer's decision to finance an energy efficiency retrofit (interest rate,
loan term, marketing, trust of contractor, underwriting criteria/process, approval process, etc.
43
Shut-off is most relevant if we want to attract private capital from large national lenders which demand a greater level of
security to provide attractive interest rates. Local lenders (community banks and credit unions) likely will be able to lend at
fairly attractive rates regardless of whether there is a shut-off provision. In addition, Oregon sees on-bill mainly as a way to
increase customer uptake due to the ease of on-bill for the customer. Thus customer convenience is also a motivating factor
for using on-bill repayment.
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Program Process
The following list highlights the key findings with respect to program process:
1. Credit Check – using a standardized credit matrix will expedite the process for determining if a
homeowner is eligible for financing.
2. Approval Process – the credit approval process must be quick and easy for the contractor to be able
to use financing to sell to a customer.
3. Underwriting – there are a variety of ways to underwrite a loan from using local organizations (i.e.
Connecticut), national entities (i.e. Michigan and New York), to allowing credit unions to underwrite
(i.e. Massachusetts).
4. Servicing – under the credit union model, there are no ongoing servicing needs for the program.
5. Marketing – successful programs have enlisted capital providers like credit unions, engaged
contractors (Table 5), and utilized community-based organizations in selling the financing products
to acquire the customer. (See Appendix B for other successful marketing examples.)
TABLE 5: C ONTRACTORS ARE THE PRIMARY CHANNEL FOR PROMOTING LOAN PRODUCTS
State

Who sells/promotes the loan products?

Michigan

Contractors, Credit unions

Massachusetts

Contractors provide information on financing availability at time of audit, Credit unions

Connecticut

Contractors, Connecticut Housing and Investment Fund, Assessors, Utility Companies

California
(Western
Riverside County)
New York

Contractors

Oregon

Contractors are the first to introduce loan products to customers. Final sales are done by
individual lenders and their trained sales teams. Loan applications are collected and
submitted by the lenders themselves.
Contractors as first line of promotion
Agents from the lender (AFC First Financial) will close loans

Maine

Contractors

Program Performance
The following list highlights the key findings with respect to program performance:
1. Default Rates – all financing programs are experiencing low default rates no matter what their
structure is, however, most programs only have loan performance data going back 3 years or less. In
addition, the total amount of performance data is relatively small. Both the newness of the
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programs and the low volume of data make it difficult for credit rating agencies to evaluate energy
efficiency loan portfolios. This is one of the reasons that large national banks are not yet making
energy efficiency loans.
2. Loan Approval Rates – based on the experiences of programs across the country, expect between
52-90% of households that apply for loans to be approved. It should also be noted that loan
approval rates vary depending upon the types of underwriting criteria being used (i.e. bill payment
history, FICO scores, etc.).
3. Loan Size – expect an average loan size of $10,000 for energy efficiency measures.
4. Customer Acquisition – in states where an energy audit doesn’t include direct measure installations
(i.e. air sealing), one can expect no more than 10% of households that perform an energy audit, to
both pursue an energy upgrade and use financing for that upgrade. Given this finding, and since
Connecticut’s audit program includes direct measure installations, it is likely to be more difficult to
acquire a customer.
5. Measure Performance – programs are doing a poor job tracking the types of measures being
undertaken and the estimated savings resulting from those measures.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are submitted by the Finance Committee. These recommendations are
broken down into four categories – program characteristics, program performance, program process, and
other.
Program Characteristics
The following are recommendations that deal with program characteristics:
1. Community Lender Pilot Program – implement a pilot program that uses credit union, CDFI and/or
community bank capital to finance residential loans with limited credit enhancements.
2. Strong Program Integration - ensure that the financing program is linked closely with the energy
efficiency program so that each benefits from a strong tie to the other. Enable contractors to
explain, sell and enroll customers, and the financing program to benefit from program savings, home
and customer data. Share promotional materials, marketing efforts and QA processes to leverage
synergies between both initiatives.
3. Interest Rate – pursue a sustainable interest rate (i.e. between 4 to 6 percent) that is competitive
with the market and that minimizes use of ratepayer and/or public sector capital. There may be
situations where lower interest rates are desirable on a continuous basis (i.e. low-income
households) or at various times (i.e. special offers to catalyze a market).
4. Non-Energy Related Measures – to increase demand in home energy upgrades and financial
products supporting those upgrades, some financial programs allow for a portion of a loan (i.e.
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between 20 and 49 percent) to pay for non-energy related measures (i.e. renovations, asbestos and
mold removal, lead abatement, etc.).44
5. PACE – once FHFA resolves issues with respect the residential PACE, Connecticut should pursue its
implementation. Like commercial property assessed clean energy, CEFIA should serve as the
administrator of this financing program on a statewide basis.
6. On-bill Financing – consider using the policy tools of PA 07-242 Section 14(4) and PA-11-80 Section
116 to implement an on-bill repayment program or improve existing on-bill offerings for specific
customer segments to attract private capital investment at reasonable interest rates to
customers. An assessment of shut-off authority and staying with the meter provisions should be
explored for various customer segments, including consumer protection measures for low-income
populations, and such provisions should be incorporated if it can be shown that it is necessary to
secure low-cost capital and that the benefits outweigh the potential risks to low-income customers.
7. Alternative Underwriting Criteria – explore alternative underwriting criteria, such as bill payment
history, to expand access to financing for energy efficiency improvements to those who may not
have other financing options available to them. Connecticut currently uses bill payment history for
underwriting of insulation loans, and NYSERDA’s Home Performance with ENERGY STAR is another
example of a program that has implemented two underwriting tracks to make financing more
accessible. The benefits of alternative underwriting should be weighed against the risks to
consumers of increasing debt burdens.
8. Tie financing to a minimum level of savings – For example, Efficiency Maine requires a minimum
projected savings to be 20% for loans with above $7500.
Several of these recommendations, such as the credit union pilot program, can be implemented immediately
and result in a financing program that uses locally sourced private capital at competitively priced interest
rates. The other recommendations, such as implementing a residential PACE program, will take time.
However, their impact can be significant.
Program Process
The following are recommendations that deal with program process:
1. Loan Processing – design and implement a quick and easy loan process for contractors and
customers.
2. Processing Fee – consider the use of a processing fee to be paid by the customer or the contractor to
access financing.

44

Clean Energy Works Oregon lenders allow between 20 to 49% of project costs to come from non-energy-efficiency measures.
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These recommendations will ensure that the loan origination and servicing process is reasonably priced and
easy for the contractor and customer.
Program Performance
The following are recommendations that deal with program performance:
1. Data Collection – require that all energy measures being financed through the program be tracked
and energy savings be estimated (using pre- and post-retrofit energy use data) and performance be
monitored. Best practices should be followed when measuring savings. For example, replacing
failed equipment with new equipment that only meets minimum federal standards may reduce a
customer’s consumption, but no savings should be tracked in such cases, since no savings have been
gained over what would have happened in the absence of the program. The following data should
also be collected: household income, credit score, and loan repayment performance, although
income and credit score may not be collected from all participants if alternative underwriting
criteria, such as bill payment history, are used to increase access to financing options. 45 Other data
that should be collected to facilitate customer targeting includes census block, building and project
characteristics. 46
2. Acquisition Costs – track the number of households that use financing as a result of an energy audit
and/or upgrade to better understand customer acquisition costs for financing.
3. Evaluations and Net Savings – Financing programs should go through an evaluation process, as do
other energy efficiency programs. A key aspect of the evaluation should be a calculation of “net
savings,” which is standard in evaluations of energy efficiency programs. Many financing program
participants may have used other financing or payment options available to them (home equity lines,
cash, credit cards, etc.) to make the same improvements anyway, if capital from state or utilityadministered programs were not available. In such cases, savings that result should arguably be
considered part of “gross savings” but not “net savings.”
4. Free Ridership – Evaluations should also examine free ridership rates, which may further contribute
to the calculation of net savings. Some customers may have been willing to finance investments at
higher interest rates (including market rate) than the rates that are offered after buy-downs. An
evaluation of free ridership would indicate what portion of customers taking advantage of reduced
interest rates would not have invested if rates were higher, which can help further refine the “net

45

It is important to begin collecting and analyzing residential loan performance data in addition to energy savings data. Such
data from CT could potentially be integrated with data from other states (e.g., OR, PA and NY), forming the beginning of a
national database of loan performance data (needed by large national investors and credit agencies).
46
Including census block information enables us to track the homes reached with block level data on average income, average
number of rental versus owner occupied homes etc., which will give a comprehensive picture of who is and is not being
reached.
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savings” calculation. In addition, if free ridership rates are shown to be too high, buy-downs may be
adjusted to increase leverage.
5. Evaluation, Measurement and Verification (EM&V) Protocol – CEEF, CEFIA and DEEP should develop
an EM&V protocol for financing that looks at energy savings from programs that are publicly
financed (i.e. CHIF in Connecticut), privately financed (i.e. PACE program in California), or a
combination of both (i.e. credit enhancements in Massachusetts and Michigan).
These recommendations will help the financing program track its overall performance and support strategic
adjustments over time.
Other Recommendations
The following are other recommendations that are worth consideration:
1. Finance audit cost for HPwES to equalize disparity between HES and HPwES programs
2. Packaging - consider offering attractive tiered interest rates for higher levels of energy savings
achieved by bundling measures.
3. Educate bankers on energy cost impacts on debt service calculation in single family and
multifamily residential units. Examine opportunities with mortgage programs and CT lenders to
include energy costs and upgrades. FHA and VA programs offer “Energy Efficiency Mortgages” that
could be utilized every time one of these mortgages is written.
4. Offer more attractive financing for oil measures statewide. We echo the recommendation by the
draft CES to ensure that “the State ensures that efficiency programs address “all fuels” and provide
the levels of investment to include oil efficiency measures.”47
5. Design attractive financing for investors who own multifamily units. This will incentivize landlords
to upgrade heating systems in properties where they do not pay the utility bills.
6. Expand small business finance products for contractors to enable them to invest in specialized
equipment, training and certification.

47

2012 Draft Comprehensive Energy Strategy for Connecticut, pg 28
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APPENDIX A: WORKING GROUPS
This section introduces the objectives, focus areas and members of each of the working groups. Five working
groups have formed to advance the framework developed during the Energy Smart strategic simulation,
three of which were active as of August 2012. The three groups focused on




Consumer Program Design to Drive Demand
Leveraging Capital to Fund & Expand Consumer Finance Offerings for Energy Efficiency



Marketing and Outreach Efforts to Increase Buy-In and Uptake

The three groups, Program Design, Finance and Marketing, met regularly between August and October
via conference call and webinar to facilitate focused discussion on the topics they were tasked with . In

total, the groups met fifteen (15) times on calls lasting between 30 minutes to an hour. Forty-nine (49)
participants committed to participating regularly in the process with another thirteen (13) contributors who
attended at least one meeting and/or provided comments on the final document. This diverse group of
stakeholders represented varying interests from the state government, utilities companies, contractors, the
Energy Efficiency Board, finance providers, community programs, academic interests and advocacy groups.
FIGURE 1 SECTOR ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANTS

Utilities
14%

Academic
5%
Advocacy
18%

Vendors
13%
EEB-related
11%
Community
Partners
13%

Government
10%

Finance
16%

i

PROGRAM DESIGN
The Program Design group was tasked with focusing on improving offerings for residential energy efficiency
that maximize appeal and understandability to the customer. During our weekly calls, we addressed outreach
strategies for low to moderate-income customers, the split incentive challenge for landlords and renters,
increasing the attractiveness of Home Performance with ENERGY STAR (HPwES) and came up with ideas for
improving the state’s Home Energy Solutions (HES) program. The group was chaired by Roger Smith (Clean
Water Action), Richard Faesy (Energy Futures Group) and supported by Jamie Howland (Environment NE,
Energy Efficiency Board).
Members
First Name

Last Name

Company

Ronald

Araujo

Northeast Utilities

Mark

Aschenbach

CT Department of Public Health, Lead and Healthy Homes Program

Shirley

Bergert

Connecticut Legal Services

Joan

Carty

Housing Development Fund, Inc. (HDF)

Christin

Cifaldi

United Illuminating

Craig

Clark

Northeast Utilities

Chris

Corcoran

LAMPP Project, CT Children’s Medical Center

Richard

Faesy

Energy Futures Group

Kenneth

Gillingham

Yale University

John

Greeno

New England Conservation Services

Annie

Harper

Yale Community Carbon Fund, Yale University

Jamie

Howland

Energy Efficiency Board, Environment NE

Claire

Johnson

NextStep Living

Raquel

Kennedy

Victory Energy Solutions

Theresa

Lavoie

The Resource Link

Dave

Ljungquist

Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)

Arthur

Marcelynas

Department of Energy and Environmental Protection

Patrick

McDonnell

United Illuminating

Robert

Neal

EnergyPRZ, LLC

Todd

Nedwick

National Housing Trust

Stephen

Pelton

R. Pelton Builders, Inc

Kevin

Porter

Connecticut Housing Investment Fund

Francesca

Provenzano

CT Department of Public Health, Lead and Healthy Homes Program

Glenn

Reed

Energy Futures Group

Carolyn

Sarno

Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships ( NEEP)

Jeff

Schlegel

Consultant to the EEB

Jack

Starr

Wesson Energy Inc.

ii

First Name

Last Name

Company

Sabrina

Szeto

Housing Development Fund

Calvin

Vinal

Connecticut Housing Investment Fund

Elise

Willer

Working Families

Patricia

Wrice

Operation Fuel

iii

MARKETING
The Marketing group sought to identify best practices for driving demand for residential energy efficiency
through marketing and outreach, including grassroots approaches. To integrate their recommendations with
the current context in CT, this group drew on existing research by the Energy Efficiency Board and the Clean
Energy Finance Center on barriers to consumer uptake of energy efficiency upgrades as well as public opinion
about energy efficiency programs. This group was chaired by Kerry O’Neill (Earth Markets, Clean Energy
Finance Center).
Members
First Name
Cody
Peter
Christin
Richard
Bryan
Ken
Annie
Jamie
Raquel
Arthur
Patrick
Robert
Todd
Kerry
Barb
Rick
Ellen
Jeff
Jack
Sabrina
Bob
Elise
Patricia

Last Name
Benedetto
Callan
Cifaldi
Faesy
Garcia
Gillingham
Harper
Howland
Kennedy
Marcelynas
McDonnell
Neal
Nedwick
O’Neill
Roderick
Rodrigue
Rosenthal
Schlegel
Starr
Szeto
Wall
Willer
Wrice

Company
EnergyPRZ, LLC
Lantern Energy
United Illuminating
Energy Futures Group
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Yale University
Yale Community Carbon Fund, Yale University
Environment NE, EEB
Victory Energy Solutions
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
United Illuminating
Energy PRZ, LLC
National Housing Trust
Clean Energy Finance Center, Earth Markets
United Illuminating
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
Northeast Utilities
EEB Consultants
Wesson Energy Inc.
Housing Development Fund
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Working Families
Operation Fuel
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FINANCE
The Finance Committee’s main objective is to make recommendations about financial products that will
make it easy for residential consumers to finance comprehensive energy improvements while attracting
private capital to advance the state’s energy goals. The principal aim of offering these financial products is
not simply to originate loans or maximize loan volume, but to deliver cleaner, cheaper and more reliable
sources of energy for Connecticut households while creating jobs and supporting economic development.
This group was chaired by Bryan Garcia (CEFIA) and supported by Sabrina Szeto (HDF).
The approach undertaken by the Finance Committee to meet this objective entailed the following actions:


Public Policy Review – identification of the existing public policies that focus on clean energy (i.e.
energy efficiency and renewable energy) in the residential sector;



Estimate of Capital Requirements – estimation of the capital needed to achieve these ambitious
clean energy policies and targets;



Current Financial Product Review – review of the current financing programs for households in
Connecticut and how they are performing;



Best Practice Financial Products Overview – understanding of relevant best practice financing
programs in other states, including from four of the “Top 5” states in the country,48 where private
capital is being accessed that may be applicable to Connecticut. Represented programs were:

TABLE 6. P RESENTERS FOR THE BEST P RACTICE FINANCING PROGRAMS REVIEWED BY THE FINANCE C OMMITTEE
State

Program Name

Presenter

Financing Model

California

ACEEE
Rank49
2

Western Riverside
Council of
Governments HERO
Program

Barbara Spoonhour
Director of Energy and
Environmental
Programs, WRCOG

Residential property
assessed clean energy
(PACE) model

Connecticut

6

Home Energy
Solutions Loan
Program

Kevin Porter,
Vice President of
Lending, Connecticut
Housing Investment
Fund

Ratepayer and
shareholder capital with
on-bill and traditional
repayment options

48
49

ACEEE State Energy Efficiency Scorecard (2012)
The State Energy Efficiency Scorecard for 2012 by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy
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State

Program Name

Presenter

Financing Model

Maine

ACEEE
Rank49
25

Efficiency Maine

Dana Fischer
Residential Program
Manager, Efficiency
Maine

Massachusetts

1

Mass Save HEAT
Loan

Tilak Subrahmanian
Director of Energy
Efficiency, NSTAR

Maine-specific version
of residential property
assessed clean energy
financing with a junior
lien position50
Community lender
model with upfront
interest rate buy-down

Michigan

12

Michigan Saves
Home Energy Loan
Program

Matthew Brown
Principal, Harcourt
Brown and Carey

Credit union model with
loan loss reserve

New York

3

New York State
Energy Research
and Development
Authority
(NYSERDA)

Jeff Pitkin
Treasurer, NYSERDA

On-bill financing model

Oregon

4

Clean Energy
Works Oregon
(CEWO)

Aaron Berg
Chief Financial Officer,
CEWO

Community bank model
with attractive lending
rates



Financial Product Customer Acquisition – determination of the potential for financing energy
efficiency by examining these best practices in conjunction with the Marketing Committee (i.e. what
are customer acquisition costs, customer acquisition potential, etc.);



Financial Product Design – identification of product packages for financing programs with the
Program Design Committee (i.e. weatherization product, comfort and health product, renewable
product, etc.); and



Findings and Recommendations – recommendations for pathways forward towards competitively
priced finance offering that attract private capital investment at the lowest contribution from
ratepayer funds.

50

Comment from Dana Fischer, Residential Program Manager, Efficiency Maine: “As allowed under state law, 154
municipalities in Maine provide an FHA approved junior lien residential PACE financing program administered in partnership
with Efficiency Maine.When the PACE law passed our legislature, language was incorporated so that PACE mortgages would not
be treated like a tax nor have a senior priority to primary mortgages, existing or new. The law also created the option for towns
to choose to administer the program themselves and use their tax system as long as it was not treated like a tax, or opt to have
Efficiency Maine administer a portion or all of the program on the town's behalf. Every town to pass a PACE ordinance and
establish a contract with Efficiency Maine has opted to have Efficiency Maine manage all aspects of the program including
servicing which we conduct on a monthly basis but that does not minimize the fact that 154 local units of government have
passed PACE ordinances through their local bylaws. It is notable that like "traditional" PACE, the note is assumable to future
owners of the property.”
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Members
First Name
Ronald
Shirley
Stephen
Peter
Joan
Christin
Gentiana
Craig
Brian
Bryan
Annie
Jamie
Bert
Chris
Patrick
Joe
Robert
Kevin
Howard
Jeff
Sabrina
Elise

Last Name
Araujo
Bergert
Bruno
Callan
Carty
Cifaldi
Darragjati
Diamond
Farnen
Garcia
Harper
Howland
Hunter
Kramer
McDonnell
McGee
Neal
Porter
Rifkin
Schlegel
Szeto
Willer

Company
Northeast Utilities
Connecticut Legal Services
Northeast Utilities
Lantern Energy
Housing Development Fund, Inc. (HDF)
United Illuminating
Northeast Utilities
Clean Energy Finance Center
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Yale Community Carbon Fund, Yale University
Environment NE, EEB
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Energy Futures Group
United Illuminating
The Business Council of Fairfield
EnergyPRZ, LLC
Connecticut Housing Investment Fund
Partnership for Strong Communities
Consultant to the EEB
Housing Development Fund, Inc. (HDF)
Working Families
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GUEST CONTRIBUTORS
The following participants were guest contributors to the process. They participated in at least one call during
the stakeholder discussion series and/or provided written comments to the draft recommendations.
First Name
Kate
Christopher
Kate
Michael
Ben
Rafael
Edith
Alexandra
Ed
Amy
Peter
Roger
Ellen

Last Name
Boucher
Ehlert
Gibson
Gurecka
Healy
Hernandez
Karsky
Lieberman
Londergan
McLean Salls
Miezejeski
Reynolds
Tohn

Company
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
United Illuminating, Connecticut Efficient and Healthy Homes Initiative
Yale Law School Environmental Protection Clinic
New Opportunities
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Yale Center for Business and the Environment
Connecticut Association for Community Action
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA)
Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships
National Center for Healthy Housing
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
CT Fund for the Environment
Tohn Environmental Strategies

UPCOMING WORK GROUPS
We anticipate that this process of stakeholder engagement will continue beyond the short-term goals of
providing public comments to the EEB and the CES. In addition to the three abovementioned groups, the
following working groups will be launched in the coming months:
Workforce and Industry
Supporting the Development & Growth of a Home Performance Industry and Workforce for CT: This group
is identifying strategies to support the growth of the Home Performance Industry including outreach to
affiliated business interests (i.e. realtors, contractors outside the Home Performance industry) and the
coordinated workforce development efforts to meet increased demand for energy efficiency services and to
support increased uptake of deeper retrofits.
Administration
National Best Practices in Energy Efficiency Program Administration, how administration can best bring
efforts to scale: Exploring existing models for energy efficiency program administration, developing a multiyear plan for administration, and identifying regulatory and legislative support needed to bring energy
efficiency efforts to scale.
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APPENDIX B: SUCCESSFUL MARKETING CASE STUDIES
Efficiency Maine51
Efficiency Maine is a prime example of leveraging contractors as a marketing channel for both energy
efficiency and to make consumers aware of the availability of financing options. It is also an example of
investing in sales training with big results. Efficiency Maine offered sales training to its participating
contractors provided by Dale Carnegie Training in fall of 2010. This resulted in the assessment-to-upgrade
conversion ratio shooting up to 60% by January 2011, from 10% previously.
Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG)
Barbara Spoonhour from the Western Riverside Council of Governments reported that contractors are their
primary marketing channel for their HERO loan program with a very robust uptake rate of 1644 approved
applications from December 2011, the program launch, through September.
Austin Energy52
Austin Energy is a prime example of working closely with contractors on eliminating bottlenecks. As a result
of Austin Energy’s early and regular contact with contractors, the utility reaped many benefits, including
lower marketed costs. Many of the program’s 47 participating contractors aggressively marketed Austin
Energy initiatives to potential customers; one contractor even had a billboard advertisement posted on a
main thoroughfare within days of the Best Offer Ever launch.
“One contractor concern about the Best Offer Ever that came to light during coordination meetings was the
timing for contractor payment. Before the launch of the Best Offer Ever, Austin Energy would issue a rebate
payment to the homeowner approximately six weeks after a job was completed. In an attempt to further
increase uptake of home energy upgrades, the utility wanted to reduce upfront costs for homeowners by
allowing customers to assign their rebates directly to contractors, who would consequently reduce
homeowners’ invoices by the rebate amount. However, contractors often have very tight budgets, so Austin
Energy responded to their concerns about the typical turnaround time for rebate processing by developing
an expedited contractor payment system that delivers electronic rebate reimbursement directly to
contractors within two weeks.”

51

Better Buildings (2012), Transition to a Sustainable Level of Incentives, http://eetd.lbl.gov/ea/EMP/reports/eepolicybrief081711.pdf
52
Better Buildings (2011), Spotlight on Austin, Texas: Let Your Contractor Be Your Guide for Big Rewards
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/neighborhoods/pdfs/cs_austin_wfdevelopment.pdf
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Efficiency Vermont53
Efficiency Vermont is a good case in point of the use of “Success Stories” to market the real impact of energy
efficiency upgrades using terms and drivers of demand that customers can relate to. The case studies
included information such as the size of the house, cost of upgrades, measures installed, energy savings and a
short customer testimonial quote.
Neighbor to Neighbor Energy Challenge54
Connecticut’s Neighbor to Neighbor Energy Challenge is a good example of the use of trusted messengers,
testimonials and success stories, behavior-based strategies, community partnerships, and customer
acquisition tracking/campaign management/customer engagement platform. Operating in 14 smaller
communities (representing 97,000 households), over the last 23 months Neighbor to Neighbor has partnered
with over 120 community-based organizations, held 535 outreach events, developed a customer list of 6,000,
signed up 5,000 customers for at least one energy efficiency program, of which 3,000 customers completed
at least one program.
NeighborWorks of Western Vermont55
NeighborWorks of Western Vermont in Rutland County, Vermont created a “Home Efficiency Assistance
Team,” or the H.E.A.T. Squad, which works with local organizations across the 26 towns in the county to
conduct phone-a-thons, direct outreach, and personalized home visits to develop public interest in energy
efficiency. Team members are available through a local hotline to educate homeowners about energy
efficiency and to sign them up for an evaluation. In one particular town, Shrewsbury, a single night of calling
up residents to invite them to get an energy audit resulted in an impressive 51% conversion rate - Of the 192
households contacted during that single evening, 69 evaluations were conducted and 35 upgrades were
completed.
Green Jobs Green New York
GJGNY is an important case study because of their strong emphasis on working with community
organizations. At present, GJGNY contracts marketing and enrollment assistance to partners in the
community to reach disadvantaged and other targeted communities, “enabling one-on-one assistance with
the process of participating in the Program. This, combined with statewide marketing, is expected to

53

Efficiency Vermont Success Stories, http://www.efficiencyvermont.com/for_my_home/solutions-for-me/forhomeowner/success_stories.aspx
54
US DOE Better Buildings Emerging Lessons Learned presentation, Spring 2012. Profile:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/neighborhoods/connecticut_profile.html. Feature:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/neighborhoods/stories_displays.html
55
Better Buildings (2011) How Local Ties Lead to Local Wins,
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/neighborhoods/pdfs/cs_rutland_drivingdemand.pdf
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increase the reach of the program, particularly among disadvantaged populations and those not traditionally
participating in energy-efficiency programs.” 56
“The GJGNY Program is designed to deliver services in targeted communities through CBOs. CBOs target
residents, businesses, Not-For-Profits (NFP), multifamily building owners, and potential workforce
participants. CBOs encourage participation in energy efficiency programs, facilitate awareness of workforce
training opportunities available through the GJGNY program, and assist with enrollment in those efforts.” At
present, eighteen CBOs have been contracted via RFP in the GJGNY program
GJGNY has engaged the services of a Training and Implementation Contractor, Conservation Services Group
(CSG), that trains community partners, coordinates the outreach programs across different geographic
regions and track goals. In addition, “a SharePoint site was developed that serves as a central
communication tool and reporting mechanism for participating organizations and program administrators.
The site is password protected and accessible to NYSERDA staff, CSG, NYSERDA’s marketing contractor
(Brand|Cool), and the CBOs.”
The SharePoint site enables CBOs to access and download program information and materials, to upload
information such as reports and leads, and to converse about the program and its deployment. The site is a
critical tool for the implementation of the GJGNY Outreach Program. CSG worked with NYSERDA to ensure
the information gathered from CBOs on the site integrates with the Comprehensive Residential Information
System (CRIS) programmatic database system. CBOs are required to report and track leads, audits, and
retrofits in the CRIS system.” 57

56

Green Jobs Green New York (2012), Annual Report, pg 35-36, http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/en/Green-Jobs-Green-NewYork/~/media/Files/EDPPP/Planning/GJGNY/Annual%20Report%20-%20Green%20Jobs%20Green%20NY/2012-GJGNY-AnnualReport.pdf
57
Green Jobs Green New York (2012), Annual Report, pg 35-36, http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/en/Green-Jobs-Green-NewYork/~/media/Files/EDPPP/Planning/GJGNY/Annual%20Report%20-%20Green%20Jobs%20Green%20NY/2012-GJGNY-AnnualReport.pdf
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APPENDIX C: CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
TABLE 7 CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF PROGRAM S UPPORT58

The “CE System would include a foundational platform with back-office functionality and customer-facing
website features that would perform at least the following integrated functions”:
• Motivate: Online engagement to encourage action now and on-going
• Analyze: Identify and analyze options and opportunities for customer engagement by profiling and
segmenting customers and by analyzing energy saving opportunities for buildings with integrated
energy analysis tools (on-line self-assessments, prep for in-field, in-field, smart-meter and utility billbased)
• Advise: Provide recommendations and advise on actions for energy savings based on analysis and
designed to help sell recommendations and actions, with plans for future action
• Promote: Endorse programs, offerings, and financing
• Facilitate: Move to action by connecting to suppliers, retailers, contractors and program offerings
• Reward: Reward actions and encourage further actions
• Track: Track actions and effects, provide program feedback to adjust messaging and approaches, and
provide on-going multiple customer touches to encourage participation (EEB, 2012)
58

Energy Efficiency Board (8/14/12) Customer Engagement Systems: The Next Frontier for Energy Efficiency in Existing Homes
(and Small Businesses)
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APPENDIX D: PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND TABLES
PROGRAM PROCESS
CALIFORNIA: WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS RESIDENTIAL PACE HERO
PROGRAM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Application for HERO Financing
Product Approval with participation of contractor
Sign financing documents
Install approved measures within 90 days of approval
Verify work completion and Request funding

Underwriting59
By submitting an application, property owners are specifically authorizing and agreeing that the Program staff
has permission to obtain a credit report for each property owner and any other informational reports needed
to verify bankruptcy and current property debt, obtain a property valuation, verify the property owners’
declarations regarding title to the property and current and historical property tax status, and complete any
other necessary record checks to verify information in the application or confirm eligibility for the Program.
Servicing60
For all property owners who sign Financing Documents, the Program will submit to the County a tax roll that
identifies the tax lien and the assessment due. This assessment payment will appear as a separate line item
on a property owner’s annual property tax bills for the term of the financing.
Collections61
Property owners who apply to the Program must be able to pay the agreed-upon assessment regardless of a
change in personal financial circumstances, the condition of the property, or the condition of the newly
installed Eligible Products. As with other property taxes, failure to pay the assessment will result in penalties,
interest, and, eventually, foreclosure of the property by the WRCOG or the County Tax Collector.

59

http://wrcog.herofinancing.com/Content/Documents/WRCOG_HEROProgramHandbook.pdf
http://wrcog.herofinancing.com/Content/Documents/WRCOG_HEROProgramHandbook.pdf
61
http://wrcog.herofinancing.com/Content/Documents/WRCOG_HEROProgramHandbook.pdf
60
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CONNECTICUT: HES LOANS62
1. Energy audit is conducted by a qualified contractor
2. After the audit, contractors describe the proposed energy retrofits to the customer
a. This is either done at the time of audit or via a follow-up call/ visit
3. Customer decides to install proposed retrofits
4. Customer applies for financing from the Connecticut Housing and Investment Fund (CHIF)
a. The application can be submitted online or over the phone
5. If the customer is approved, the customer can go ahead and get the energy efficiency measures
implemented
6. The customer notifies CHIF that the work is done and that the contractor is ready for payment
7. CHIF sends the customer the loan closing documents
8. The customer signs and sends back the closing documents
9. CHIF closes the loan then cuts a check to the contractor for the amount due
10. The customer then repays the loan based on the agreed terms through their monthly utility bill or
through an off bill mechanism (depending on availability)
Underwriting








CHIF does underwriting for the loan.
Loan applications online, by phone or paper. Pre-approvals are generally provided within a day of
receipt of a complete application.
If incomplete (inaccurate or missing information), CHIF contacts the applicant to complete the
application.
After pre-approval, several pieces of information are needed from the customer to finalize the
commitment (driver’s licenses, copy of bid for work to be completed, possibly clarifying information
if something on the application was unclear), the contractor (specification worksheet, AHRI
certificate, HVAC checklist) and the utility company (verifying HES assessment).
CHIF’s receipt of this information is what drives the processing timeframe at this point.
Once CHIF has received all of this information, a commitment letter/loan docs can be issued and the
job can be scheduled. Payment is made electronically to contractor upon proof of work completion
satisfaction.

Servicing63




62
63

With CHIF running the loan application, approval/denial process, loan closing and loan funding the
Companies get involved after the loan is completed from the customer’s perspective depending on
whether they are doing on-bill repayment.
For UI when a loan is funded by CHIF, CHIF then notifies UI. These loans are currently funded with
utility capital therefore UI purchases the loans from CHIF once the loans are funded. The loans are
purchased semimonthly by UI. Once the loan is purchased by UI, UI’s customer billing department is
notified and sets up the loan on the customer’s account based on the terms of the loan the customer
agreed to in their loan closing documents.

Adapted from http://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2012/data/papers/0193-000154.pdf
Written by Christine Koch, UI at http://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2012/data/papers/0193-000154.pdf
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When a CL&P customer loan is funded, CL&P is notified and their customer billing department set up
the loan on the customer’s account based on the terms of the loan. For both companies, after the
loan is setup on the customer’s bill it will be a line item on a monthly basis for that customer for the
term of the loan, typically 120 months. If the customer decides to pay off the loan early it will be
cleared from their account once paid in full.

Collections64

64



UI Customers: If the loan becomes delinquent UI will pursue the collection of the loan. If the loan
becomes written off the EEF through a loan loss reserve will make UI whole for the delinquent
balance of the loan.



CL&P Customers: If a CL&P customer loan becomes delinquent it is removed from the customer’s bill
and sent back to CHIF for collection. Currently there have been no delinquent loans for UI or CL&P
under this program.

Written by Christine Koch, UI at http://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2012/data/papers/0193-000154.pdf
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MAINE: EFFICIENCY MAINE
1. Hire a Participating Energy Advisor to conduct a home energy assessment
2. Application through online form or over the phone
a. AFC First contacts customer to discuss financials
3. Find a registered vendor for a quote and scope of work
4. Submit quote and loan application materials
5. Sign loan documents
a. Upon loan approval, a finance representative will schedule an in-home loan closing
6. Receive funds to start job
a. The week following the closing, customers receive 30% of project cost to use as initial
payment for work
7. Work is completed
8. Verification of completion on a return visit by Participating Energy Advisor
9. Submit project completion form
10. Remaining funds (balance of loan) disbursed to contractor
11. Quality control by Conservation Services Group on 15% of all projects completed
No origination, closing costs to customer – covered by grants:
 $9M SEP Grant (Fall 2009) for interest rate buydown
 Better Buildings grant covers origination costs for PACE loan
Underwriting, Servicing, Collections
Performed by AFC First based on standards established by Efficiency Maine
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MASSACHUSETTS : MASS SAVE HEAT LOAN
1. Energy audit is conducted by a qualified contractor
a. Verification of eligible measures by the auditor
2. Customer decides to install proposed retrofits
a. Eligible measures? Customers can consider financing at this point
3. Customer then solicits proposals from contractors
4. Contractor turns the proposals to the program for review and authorization proposals
5. Customer received authorization form and receives list of lenders
6. Customer closes loan with Lender
a. Relationship is between them and the lending institution
b. Mass Save does not pay administration fee or origination fees to the banks
c. Bank owns any bad debt
d. Underwriting done by individual lenders using a common application form and a set of
guidelines for the loan product, lenders have some freedom in setting the terms for their
own products
e. Mass Save buys down interest rate to 0% in the case of residential borrowers
f. Mass Save pays the present value of the interest upfront
g. This effectively mitigates any interest rate risk
7. Customer signs check over to contractor once work is completed and passes inspection
Verification inspection
Underwriting
Underwriting done by individual lenders using a common application form and a set of guidelines for the loan
product, lenders have some freedom in setting the terms for their own products
Servicing


Performed by credit unions

Collections


Performed by credit unions
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MICHIGAN: MICHIGAN SAVES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Energy audit is conducted by a qualified contractor
After the audit, contractors describe the proposed energy retrofits to the customer
Customer decides to install proposed retrofits
Contractor hands over customer to a single financial intake process via a company called LSI
LSI does preapproval through a standardized credit matrix and channels customers to individual
credit unions
6. Credit unions originates and services loans
Underwriting
LSI uses a standard credit matrix for underwriting – if qualified, then told yes, if not, then they are referred to
the credit union where they might qualify for the credit union to take another look. Credit union closed
loans.
Servicing


Performed by credit unions

Closing


Performed by credit unions
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NEW YORK: NYSERDA65
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Select a participating BPI Accredited contractor who will conduct a home assessment. Fill out an
application for a free or reduced-cost home assessment.
The participating BPI Accredited Home Performance Contractor will work with you to develop a
scope of work for the recommended measures and then they will submit a signed copy of the
scope of work to NYSERDA for review and approval
Take advantage of select project financing options. Financing through the program is only available
for energy-saving recommendations that are determined to be cost-effective
Implement the work using a participating BPI Accredited Home Performance Contractor. All work is
subject to inspection by the Program
Sign a Certificate of Completion with the contractor when the work is satisfactorily completed

Underwriting66
Unsecured residential loan product - underwritten using Fannie Mae standards while the OBR product is
underwritten using NYSERDA product. Single originator - Energy Finance Solutions, may open to multiple
lenders in 2012, using NYSERDA Loan Underwriting Standards. Energy First Services (loan originator) is paid
$175 for direct loan, $225 for on-bill repayment by NYSERDA as an origination fee. Lender charges applicant
a separate fee of $150 that can be included in financing.



Tier1 loans: Traditional FNMA standards, Aggregated and financed through capital markets.
Tier2 loans: Originated using alternate loan underwriting criteria, Loans held in revolving loan fund,
Monitor loan performance 2-3 years, then added to pool of loans financed through capital markets
with good performance, No difference in interest rate or other terms between loan tiers

Servicing
Third-party loan servicer – Concord Servicing Corporation, samples 15% of loans and monitors loan
originator, provides billing and collection services for unsecured loans, works closely with utilities companies
for on-bill repayments.
Collections



65
66

On-bill repayment collections carried out by utilities companies.
Unsecured loan collections by Concord Servicing Corp.

http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Residential/Programs/Existing-Home-Renovations/How-to-Participate.aspx
http://www.energyfinancesolutions.com/main/homeownersnybillrecovery/title/New%20York
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OREGON: CLEAN ENERGY WORKS OREGON
1. Application is done online or mailed in
2. Home energy assessment scheduled within 30 days of application
3. Bid is prepared by the contractor identifying specific measures and overall savings. This is sent for
approval for financing. Final acceptance into CEWO is also contingent upon your free Home Energy
Assessment projecting that energy upgrades will result in energy savings of at least 15%
4. Financing processing by individual lenders begins, entire process is managed through CEWO’s
platform
5. Work is completed
6. Quality assurance checks
7. Disbursement goes directly to the contractor
Homes eligible for the program must be
 located in a specified county
 be a single-family detached structure
 owner-occupied
 built before 1993.
On-Bill early on required a 5% loan fee paid by CEWO to compensate for set up cost. After scaling that is now
covered with a $125 flat fee for On-Bill projects
Underwriting
Underwriting criteria established and done by financing partners (Credit unions, Community Banks and
CDFIs).
Craft3
• 1st criteria is utility payment history
• 2nd is FICO score
• 3rd is self-reported household income
Umpqua
• FICO driven product 700+ with no late pays approved
• Under 700 FICO and late pays goes into a full underwrite
• Bankruptcy results in an auto decline
• Under 620 FICO results in an auto decline
Servicing
Servicing of loans done by financing partners (credit unions, Community Banks and CDFIs).

Collections
Collections are done by financing partners (credit unions, Community Banks and CDFIs). Collections are
handled through standard collection procedures and reported to credit bureaus.
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CHARACTERISTICS (CALIFORNIA WRCOG, CONNECTICUT, MAINE)
Program

Program start
Source of capital (i.e.
debt funding source(s)
and terms)

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program
December 2011
Private capital

67

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

June 2011

April 2010 – PACE loan
April 2011 – PowerSaver
$30M DOE Better Buildings grant providing
$20.4M seed capital for Revolving Loan
Fund.

HES Loans:
Combined Benefits Fund and UI
shareholder capital 2011-2012; $600K of
CEEF funds from 2011 carry-over for 20122013.
CHIF holds/disburses CL&P CEEF capital
and has the ability to leverage with a
collateralized debt structure through a
regional CT-based bank, if needed.

Credit enhancements on
the product (i.e. IRB or
LLR or sub-debt)

None

Energy Conservation Loan/ Multifamily
Energy Loan: Combined Benefits Fund
68
used as interest rate buydown
Combined interest-rate buydown and
Loan Loss Reserve

Interest rate set by Efficiency Maine Trust
to keep Revolving Loan Fund sustainable.

67

From Renovate America.
ECL/MEL receives an interest rate subsidy from the combined benefits fund and DECD uses this as an interest “buydown” for the delta between the bond payment and the
weighted average yield of the loans. Tax revenue pays the bond payments and loan principal repayments go to a DECD-held loan fund, so the bonding (taxpayers) actually
absorbs any losses, with excess principal used for future loan principal less DECD’s approved operational costs that are withdrawn from the loan fund.
68
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Program

Credit underwriting
criteria (performance
data by program)

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program
Not applicable, only the property value
is assessed. Credit score is pulled only
to see that mortgage is paid on time.
No eligibility tied to income or FICO
score.

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

$2,500-$20,000 / Unsecured, 640 FICO
minimum, 50% back-end ratio, VOE (since
updated: No back-end ratio limit for
borrowers with FICO > 680).

Single Family Detached Dwelling only

$1,000-$2,500 /Unsecured, utility pay
history underwrite (CL&P), 640 FICO only
(UI);

PACE loan: Junior to primary mortgages
and existing liens, lending to 100% of value,
assumable upon transfer

All loans have a minimum debt to income
ratio of 45%. Maximum Loan to Value of
100%, exterior assessment required

nd

Secured: No less than 2 position
mortgage
Interest rate to the
customer

Loan repayment periods

Maximum loan size

Processing period for
loan

Depends on loan terms
 5.95% - 5 Years
 6.95% - 10 years
 7.75% - 15 years 8.25% - 20
years
5.35% upfront fee for homeowner to
participate in the program.
5, 10, 15 and 20 year loans

0.00% insulation loan
2.99% or 4.99% depending on eligible
measures

Fixed 4.99%
No loan origination, servicing, closing, or
pre-payment fees of any kind.

Insulation only loan: 36 months, Other
loans: Maximum Loan Term for 10 years

The maximum amount available
through HERO Financing is 10% of the
market value of the property, not to
exceed $200,000. Amounts greater
than $200,000 require WRCOG
Executive Committee approval.
Within a week

$20,000 (planning to go to $25,000)

PACE loan: 5, 10, or 15 years
Secured: Up to 15 years or 20 years with
solar installation
Unsecured: Up to 10 years
PACE loan: $6,500 to $15,000
Secured: $7,500 to $25,000
(Secured loan can be combined with PACE
loan for up to $40,000 total project)

Depends on receipt of required
information

Unsecured: Up to $7,500
Collection of quotes and contractor
materials tend to be greatest delay in
closing loans.
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Program

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program
Repayment is made together with
property tax bill

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

Yes

No

Not applicable

Yes

No

Is it communicated to
customers as part of the
lending process

Not applicable

Yes

Not applicable

Can it be assigned to the
meter
Has assignment to
meter been used
Describe state rebates
for energy efficiency
Is an energy audit
required?
Who administers the
audit?
What level of services
does the audit include?
Are there any direct
measures being
performed with the
audit?

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

http://wrcog.herofinancing.com/Eligib
leProducts/
Not required

www.ctenergyinfo.org

http://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-home

Yes

Yes, BPI certified firms only.

Not applicable

HES Contractors selected by utilities: CL&P
and UI; HPwES also allowed
 Comprehensive audit of home
including health and safety issues
 Blower-door test
 Duct test
 Incentives for insulation upgrades
and HVAC upgrades
 Further upgrade
recommendations provided

Contractors under oversight of Efficiency
Maine

Comprehensive audit including
health and safety

Blower door test

Combustion safety testing

Air leak search (using a smoke
pencil)

Infrared Camera testing

Is on-bill
repayment/finance
being used
Is service termination
permitted and, if so,



Not applicable

Measures included in initial audit:
 Air sealing
 Water-saving devices (Low-flow
showerheads and Faucet
aerators)
 Compact fluorescent light bulbs

Measures included in initial audit:
 6 hours of Air Sealing and
Insulation
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Program

Who collects audit and
financed measure
efficiency data

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program
Not applicable

What does the audit
cost

Not applicable

Eligible Measures

Over 150,000 products eligible.
http://wrcog.herofinancing.com/Eligibl
eProducts/

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

Companies collect audit data directly
through HES vendors; CHIF collects data
on measures applied for and financed and
provides to Companies
HES: $75;
HES-Income Eligible – free;
HPwES: varies
Average program cost of $700

Efficiency Maine

http://www.chif.org/page/borrowerinformation-and-application








Audits are priced to market based on the
business structure of the firms providing
the service, between $300 and $600. The
program offers a $600 incentive to
customers for air sealing installation.
69

Air sealing
70
Insulation
Efficient heating systems
Windows and doors
Lighting and appliances
Solar
http://www.efficiencymaine.com/athome/hesp_program/eligibility

69
70

Required if recommended
Required if recommended
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CHARACTERISTICS (MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, NEW YORK, OREGON)
Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Program start

2006 (Interest Rate Buydown
began in Fall 2010)

October 2010

January 2012

Source of capital (i.e.
debt funding
source(s) and terms)

Credit Unions

Credit Unions

Credit enhancements
on the product (i.e.
IRB or LLR or subdebt)

Upfront interest rate buy down

Loan Loss Reserve
$3 MM of the $6.3 MM from a
DOE Better Buildings Grant
used as a 5% Loan Loss Reserve
attracting $60.0 MM in capital
from credit unions with
reimbursement up to 80% of an
individual defaulted loan

$112M RGGI Proceeds,
including revolving loan fund
comprised of Residential
($26.7MM)
 Multifamily ($11.3
MM) and
 Small
Commercial/Not-forprofit ($13.3 MM)
Total of $51.3 MM in the fund
Loan Loss Reserve
DOE Better Buildings Grant $40
MM ($9.3 MM approved for
loan loss/ debt service reserve)

Pilot: August 2009
On-Bill: Feb 2010 first funded
loan
Direct loan: August 2011
DOE Better Buildings Grant
$20M

Loan Loss Reserve
Credit enhancements are
provided for the Craft3 On-Bill
portfolio with a 10% LLR of
$2MM.
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Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Credit underwriting
criteria (performanc
e data by program)

Varies by lender, FICO cutoff as
low as 550 to 660 (2010)

FICO 680, debt to income ratio
of 50% (640 credit score
allowed, but CUs receive 70%
individual defaulted loan
amount.)

Tier 1 loans: Minimum FICO of
640
Tier 2 loans: No minimum FICO,
use energy bills and mortgage
payments as indicators of
creditworthiness

On-Bill Repayment: Utility bill
payment history, mortgage
payment history, credit score
above 590

Interest rate to the
customer

0% for residential loans

6.99%
1.99% origination fee required
by Michigan Saves.

Depends on repayment method
 2.99% - On-bill
Repayment
 3.99% - Direct
consumer loan product
with monthly
repayment by check
 3.49% - Automated
bank account payment

Direct loan: FICO >650,
minimum debt to income ratio
not to exceed 45%. Secured
and unsecured options
71
available.
Between 5.25%-5.99%
depending on lender and
geographic region
$125 flat fee for On-Bill
projects currently paid by
CEWO.

NYSERDA pays loan originator
$175 for direct loan product
and $225 for on-bill repayment.
Loan originator charges
customer $150 closing cost.

71

Depending on lender – Unsecured, no appraisal, secondary lien, UCC 1-A may be placed on the title. For loans between $20,000 and $30,000, secured with home equity,
appraisal required, Subordinate Trust Deed with loan amount up to 100% of appraised value
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Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Loan repayment
periods

Owner Occupied: Micro Loan,
$500 – $2,000, 24 Months
Owner Occupied: Standard
Loan, $2,001 – $25,000, Up to
84 Months
Non-Owner Occupied: Rental
Property Loan, $5,000 –
$25,000, Up to 84 Months
$25,000

10 years maximum, typical loan
of 6-7 years range. Add 1 year
of term per additional $1,000
over a $5,000 loan. Expected
early repayment average loan
length of 48-60 months.

5, 10, or 15 years; term may not
exceed expected useful life of
measures

Lenders have differing
maximum repayment periods
ranging from 5 to 15 years. Up
to 20 years possible for the
on-bill option.

$12,500 at the beginning of the
program, increased to $25,000
currently

Up to $13,000; $25,000 if
payback period is 15 years or
less

Data not available

Standard credit matrix is used
and processing is within an
hour in most cases

Same day preapproval by
lender. 1-3 days needed for
processing.

Up to $30,000. Between 20%49% of the loan can be used to
finance non-energy efficiency
costs.
On-bill repayment:
Target approval timing about
5-7 days to verify utility bill
payment history

Maximum loan size

Processing period for
loan

Direct loan: Same day approval
is possible if applicant submits
all required documents.

Direct loans:
Targeted time is within 48
hours or 2 business days

On-bill repayment: up to 3 days
total. 48 hours needed for title
search.

Is on-bill
repayment/finance
being used
Is service
termination
permitted and, if so,
Is it communicated
to customers as part
of the lending
process

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Not applicable
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Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Can it be assigned to
the meter

No

No

Yes. A transfer fee is charged.

Has assignment to
meter been used
Describe state
rebates for energy
efficiency

No

No

Yes, but this is not transferred
automatically to the purchaser
of the home. The homeowner is
required to give notice to
purchaser of the outstanding
obligation on the meter. A
program declaration is also
placed on the property title
making the purchaser aware of
the obligation.
No

Weatherization, heating hot
water, air conditioning
equipment, upstream lighting
buy down, appliance mail in
rebates

Very little involvement of the
utilities in the program from
DTE. No audit or incentive
funds. They used some ARRASEP funds for neighborhood
sweeps and did some rebates.
ARRA rebates are not ongoing
elements of the program

http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Re
sidential/Programs/ExistingHomeRenovations/~/media/Files/EER
P/Residential/Programs/Existin
g%20Home%20Renovations/Co
nsumerEligibleMeasures.ashx

Rebates are set at tiered levels
based on 15%, 20% and 30%
energy savings. Rebates ladder
up the higher the anticipated
energy savings is based on a
model savings approach,
(changing to deemed savings).
The dollar amount is set by
incentives provided by the
Energy Trust of Oregon and
enhanced with ARRA funds.
This also varies by geography
and time that CEWO has been
offered in an area.

http://www.masssave.com/res
idential/offers/heat-loanprogram

Is an energy audit
required?
Who administers the
audit?

No

Yes

Not required, it is optional.

Yes

http://www.cleanenergyworks
oregon.org/rebates-financing/
Yes.

Contractors

Contractors

Contractors under the oversight
of NYSERDA

Contractors under the
oversight of CEWO
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Program
What level of
services does the
audit include? Are
there any direct
measures being
performed with the
audit?

Mass Save HEAT Loan








Who collects audit
and financed
measure efficiency
data

Comprehensive audit
of home including
health and safety
issues
Screening for
eligibility for the
ENERGY STAR®
refrigerator rebate
Infrared Testing, if
applicable
Combustion Safety
Testing
Further upgrade
recommendations
provided

Measures included in initial
audit:
 Air Sealing and
Insulation
specification, if
applicable
 Compact fluorescent
light bulbs
 Programmable
thermostats,
 Water saving devices,
as needed
Mass Save tracks the incentives
collected and estimates savings
from this data

Michigan Saves







Comprehensive audit
of home including
health and safety
issues
Blower-door test
Infrared Testing, if
applicable
An assessment is only
required for insulation
or air sealing
measures, due to the
potential for negative
health impacts if the
measures are not
installed correctly.

Not tracked at the moment

NYSERDA







Comprehensive audit
of home including
health and safety
issues
Blower-door test
Air-quality checks,
testing for gas leaks or
other dangerous
situations
Further upgrade
recommendations
provided

Clean Energy Works Oregon











NYSERDA

Comprehensive audit
of home including
health and safety
issues
A “crawl through”
inspection of
insulation in your
attic, crawlspace
Infrared testing
Blower-door test
Duct test
Breakdown of utilities
use history by
appliance plugload
Safety test of heating
and cooling
equipment, including
carbon monoxide
levels and
combustion appliance
back-draft testing

Clean Energy Works Oregon
also collects utilities usage
data to verify actual savings in
comparison with modeled
savings.
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Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

What does the audit
cost

Free to residential customers

Up to the contractors, no
subsidy from Michigan Saves
typically

Free if total household income
is below 200 percent of Area
Median Income.

Free to residential customers

Better Buildings regional
sweeps in Michigan do require
an audit – the price is decided
by regional coordinators
$0 to $100

Reduced cost if total household
income is below 400 percent of
Area Median Income

Eligible Measures

http://www.masssave.com/res
idential/offers/heat-loanprogram

http://www.michigansaves.org/
Portals/0/forms_procedures/Re
sidential_Eligible_Measures_Lis
t.pdf

Program cost of $250 for single
family units below 3500 sq ft,
cost of $400 for single family
units above 3500 sq ft and 2-4
multifamily units.
http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Re
sidential/Programs/ExistingHomeRenovations/~/media/Files/EER
P/Residential/Programs/Existin
g%20Home%20Renovations/Co
nsumerEligibleMeasures.ashx

Program cost of $400 on
average based on converted
leads.

Rebates are not tied to eligible
measures – but to model
savings (and eventually
deemed savings will be used in
the calculation).
http://www.cleanenergyworks
oregon.org/energy-upgrades/
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PERFORMANCE (CALIFORNIA WRCOG, CONNECTICUT, MAINE)
72

Program

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

Program start

December 2011

Default rates

No defaults to date

June 2010 – Pilot
June 2011 – CHIF administered Program
Delinquency currently 1%; no loans have
defaulted in the 15 months that CHIF has
had the HES program.

April 2010 – PACE loan
April 2011 – PowerSaver
No default rate change/ 4.99 fixed interest
APR for both PACE and PowerSaver loans.
No Default. Only one account more than
30 days delinquent.

Since 1970s:
Energy Conservation Loan: about 3%
Multifamily Energy Loan: about 1%
Average applicant
income
Average applicant
credit score
Loan approval rates
(i.e. approval to
application ratio or
number of
applications and
loans per month)
Average loan size

Not tracked

$80,000

Not tracked

706

67%

About 60% (since 6/1/11);
increased with change in DTI requirement
for applicants with FICO > 680 (1/1/12)
and launch of insulation loan (2/1/12)

About 60.9% of active applications.

$18,500

0% Loans - $2,039
All other loans (2.99%, 4.99%, 9.25%) $10.820, Total $6,982

$12,913

73

$94,000 household income average
748
74

72

All data as of 10/07/12
insulation only loans do not require credit score to be pulled)
74
As of August 2012, there were 1681 cumulative applications, 799 cumulative declined loans with 371 inactive applications.
73
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Program

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program

CT HES Loans

Number of loans

445 PACE assessments completed, $7.9
MM financed.
1,644 applications approved, $50.5 MM
approved.

HES Pilot: 1,506 loans ($16 MM)
Since 6/1/11: 199 loans ($1.4 MM)

What is the audit to
upgrade rate

Percent of residential
EE projects in state
that have used
financing/ Finance
uptake rate for
homes with
recommended addon measures

Not applicable

Not applicable

Efficiency Maine

75

Energy Conservation Loan: Currently $9.4
million outstanding (1,460 loans)
Multifamily Energy Loan: Currently
$404,000 outstanding (26 loans)
12% of all customers who have
recommended add-on measures install the
76
measures.
Measures included in initial audit:
 Air sealing
 Water-saving devices (Low-flow
showerheads and Faucet
aerators)
 Compact fluorescent light bulbs
15% of those who installed recommended
upgrades used financing

72

292 closed loans ($3.77 MM outstanding
and $2.58 MM in process)

Nearly all audits currently occurring in the
state are leading to some level of energy
upgrade either through basic air sealing or
full whole home upgrade.
Measures included in initial audit:
 6 hours of Air Sealing and
Insulation

Information not available.

75

0% interest, no cost effectiveness restriction (e.g. oil/propane and new A/C allowed), double rebates, deeper federal tax incentives
Of the audits performed, approximately 72% of the customers have follow-on measures that are recommended. There is a time lag of at least three months, so the actual
numbers would be slightly higher.
In CL&P and UI, approximately 90% of the customer have air sealing and/or duct sealing done at the time of audit. Other programs may include these measures in the follow-on
work on the second visit.
76
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72

Program

Western Riverside Council of
Governments Residential PACE HERO
Program

CT HES Loans

Efficiency Maine

Average savings per
loan (i.e. MMBtu and
$’s)

Data not available

Average annual fossil MMBTU savings: 16,
Average Life time fossil MMBTU savings:
359, Average annual cost savings: $461.75

Home Energy Savings Program
 3,212 homes upgrades under
rebate program
 Average project cost $8,350
 Average Rebate $2,650 (32% of
project cost)
 Average projected savings 40%
($1,500 per year)
 Over 1.3 million gallons of heating
oil saved per year.
 Average projected savings 40%
($1,500 per year)
 Average savings on PACE
financied projects to date: 36%
Residential Direct Install (air sealing)
6 to 8 hours air sealing reduces CFM50
number average 25%
$300 - $400 savings per home per year
anticipated.
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PERFORMANCE (MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, NEW YORK, OREGON)
Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Program start

2006 (Interest Rate Buydown
began in Fall 2010)

October 2010

November 2010 – Unsecured
residential loan product

August 2009: Pilot

January 2012 – On-bill
Repayment

February 2010: On-bill
Repayment
August 2011: Direct Loan
77
Less than 1%

Default rates

Less than 1%

Estimated 4-6%, 2 defaults to
date

Less than 1%

Average applicant
income

Data not available

$73,956

DTI ratio of 37% across all loans

Median self-reported
household income is
$70,000

Average applicant
credit score

Between 680 and 762

747

744 across all loans

Greater than 700

Loan approval rates
(i.e. approval to
application ratio or
number of
applications and
loans per month)
Average loan size

Varies by lender, 52% to 97%
(2010)

57-65% approval rate depending
on the month

66%

83-85% for on-bill
repayment
90% for Community Banks
and Credit Unions

$9,000

$8,400

$9,380

$12,200

77
78

78

Craft3 (on-bill lender, CDFI) has written off 3 loans for $54,000. Watchlist of $200,000 risky assets. No defaults for the other lenders.
st
As of July 31 2012
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Program

Mass Save HEAT Loan

Michigan Saves

NYSERDA

Clean Energy Works Oregon

Number of loans

3,371 loans, $30.4 MM financed

About 1,700 loans, $13.5 MM
financed

3,485 loans approved, about
$20 MM financed

2,000+, about $20 MM
financed

What is the audit to
upgrade rate

35%

Not applicable

More than 38%

Measures included in initial
audit:
 Air Sealing and
Insulation specification,
if applicable
 Compact fluorescent
light bulbs
 Programmable
thermostats,
 Water saving devices,
as needed

No efficiency measures
installed in initial audit.

No efficiency measures
installed in initial audit.

No efficiency measures
installed in initial audit.

Finance uptake rate
for homes with
recommended addon measures

21% of those who installed
recommended upgrades used
financing

Not tracked

30% of those who installed
recommended upgrades used
financing

Average savings per
loan (i.e. MMBtu
and $’s)

Data not available

Not tracked

Average annual dollar savings is
$677 and Annual MMBtu
80
savings is 34 per home.

100% initially as finance was
a program requirement. This
resulted in 20% of payoffs
within 3 months, thus
estimated 80% uptake of
finance for upgrades.
Based on energy savings and
average is over 30%.

79

40-50%

79

Green Jobs Green New York 2012 Annual Report, pg 53
See Table 7.7 of the Green Jobs Green New York 2012 Annual Report, http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Publications/~/media/Files/EDPPP/Planning/GJGNY/Annual%20Report%20%20Green%20Jobs%20Green%20NY/2012-GJGNY-Annual-Report.pdf
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